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Volume 3 of the Plan for the Management of Nongame Wildlife in 
Minnesota. This Issues document constitutes a description of the 
major issues which the Department of Natural Resources has identified 
as significant for nongame resource management in Minnesota. 

This draft of Volume 3 is offered for public review. It should 
be regarded as a reference against which you are encouraged to 
express your thoughts on the problems facing the nongame resource 
in Minnesota. Specifically, we need to know if you feel that all 
major issues have been accurately described in all their aspects. 
Additionally, you are strongly encouraged to submit your ideas on 
opportunities to resolve the issues. 

Please submit your comments to my attention by June 8, 1984. 
A comment form is provided for your convenience. 

Thank you for your continued interest and participation with 
the Plan for the Management of Nongame Wildlife in Minnesota. 
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II. Please consider the following as additional opportunities for 
resolving'the Issues (identify the specific Issue(s) to which 
your suggestion(s) applies.) 

Name: Date: 

Address: 

City/State: Zip: 

Agency/O~ganization: 

Submit by June 8, 1984 - to Roger Holmes, Section of Wildlife, DNR -
Division of Fish and Wildlife, Box 7, Centennial Building, 658 Cedar 
Street, St. Paul, Minnesota 55155. 
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TNTROT!lJ CTTml 

This document, Volume ~ - Issues, represents the mid-point in the Pl.an 

for the fV1CJnr=igement of tfongamP Wi ld1 ife in \ilinnesota. Tt is based on the t\~o 

proceedin~ volumes which described the scope and content of the plannin~ 

process (Volum0 1 - The Plannin~ Concept) and provided background 

information (VoJ.ume ? - Resource l\ssessment) necessary for the developmPnt 

of this rlocument. 

The issues that the tlon~ame Wild 1 i fe Pro gr am must address are descr i berl 

in the present rlocument. Ea'ch issue is a major resource-rel aterl matter. 

F8ch is .i focal roint for Non.game Wildlife Progrnm efforts on behalf of th0 

nonr,~rne resource. 

The Pi~ht issues presenb~d in this volume hr1ve bP.en idenU fied by 

Mongame Wild] i fe Pror;rr:im OlWP) personnel, 2ssisted hy 8 rrechnj.cal l\rlvj.sory 

Committee of representatives from other Department of Nr1tural Resources 

di.scip1ines anrl hy the genera] public U·llinn. Tipp. Nat. Resouc. 1001.). 

Althou~h thP issues are interrelated, they are presented indivirlually in 

separr.ite chapters. F.ach issue is concisely rlescrihed in the Tssue ~,tab~ment 

m1r1 introrluctory parr~r;raph at the ber;innin~ of the ch8pter. This 

introduction providPs a focus for the Discussion section theit fol1ows. 

The Discussion section further describes rl iffprent nspr;cts of the Tssu0 

incJudirw a historicr-:il perspectivP deJine2Ung cnuses of th0 Tssue; ;:3 revi0H 

of past Actions to define, monitor and/or resolvP thP Tssue; an~ R statement 

of pot0ntial conscquencPs to the resource of not resoJvinr; the Tssue. 

The bst section of each chapb~r is 2n outline of npport1mi ties to 

Re so 1 ve the Ts sue. These opportunities c::irP not poJ.icy recommenrlat ions. 
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They are statements of potential ways that have so far been identified RS 

approaches for <iealing with a specific Tssue. Variously combined, the 

opportunitites may serve as the basis of strategies for 1ssuc resolution to 

be delineated in Volume lJ (Goals and Strntegies). They may even become 

future MWP po] icy recommendations. 

This volume serves two importr=mt functions. First, it provirles a 

description of the issues identified as important for the mana.r;ement of 

\·iinnesota' s nongame resource. Secondly, Volume ? serves ris the basis for 

formulatin~ the Nongme Wilrlli fe Program's strnter,ic nlan (Volume lJ - Goals 

2nd Strategies) and Operational Plan (Volume r,) • In these subsequent 

volumes, goals and strategies will be developed to correspond with each 

Tssue. 

The issues are dynamic c=imi coMpl ex. Their rel 8t.i ve import;:mce m;iy he 

perceived diffen=1ntly hy vCJrious peopJe. Their i.mrUcations for thP 

resource will certainly change as future environmentalt economic, socic:il and 

political conditions evolve. This volume will nAed periodic rPvisi.on. Your 

comments on its contents are encouraged and welcome. 
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COMPREHEMSTVE PLMHUNG 

T ssuP Statement: LONG RAMGF C-:Ofv1PRFHP·lSTirr. PLl\Jll"!H!G TS ~ 1 f\,pt:.S~ RY FnR 

f.FFTrTF:MT MID F.FFF'.f-:TTVF OPFRATTON OF TJ!f. N0MG.i\~W WTI .f1LTFF PRrJGRM~ TN A 

MANNER CON~TSTENT WTTH RESOURCE NEEDS AND rTTT7F~ TNTERESTS. 

The NonF;Dme WHd l i fp Pror;r am can operr.ite more effective 1 y 8nd 

efficiPntl y if p;uirlPrl by ci comprehensive plrm. Pe source needs and 

priorities, citizen desires, and the lon~-term consPquences of Pro~ram 

~ctions must receiv~ ~ppropriat~ consideration. TherP is a need to devPlop 

ri nonr;ame management p1 rin that: 1) defines the scope r=md limits of the 

Nongame Wildlife Pro~ram's responsibiliti~s; 2) identifies the ProRram's 

goals anrl priorities; and 1) effectively ~uides Pro~ram activities toward 

~ccomplishmPnt of its mission to meet r~source needs ~nrl citizen rlesires. 

niscussion: Tn Minn0sota, primary authority for the mcirnrn;ement of wtl rll i fP 

resides with the C',ommissioner of the !lppartment of Naturnl RPso1.irces ( m.JR) 

who is empowered to preserve, protect and propa~ate al1 de.sfrcible speci0s of 

Hi 1.d ;::m i.mal s ( Minn . Stat. .C:ec. n7. n~ subd. .R) . The Div is ion of r:-i sh and 

1Ai ldlife is responsible for i111plementin~ the flepartmPnt' s wiJrllifc: 

conserv;ttibn prorxcirns. Traditionally, the Division's pror:;rams h2ve focuserl 

rrirn;1rily on h;:ibi trit acquisition and manr:igement, resenrch, cPnsus, 

restoration projects anrl regulatory ;:ictions primarily to enhance the sb=itus 

;=:md harvestablP. suprly of ~rime spPcies. 1n1lliJ P. ciuthori ty to rn0nage nonr;ame· 

species Pxisted, money w~s not availablP.. Tn 1071, the flppartment was given 

specific responsiblity for the mAnagement of c~rtajn non~nme species throurh 

the Thn~atern~rl ;=md End~mr,ered SpeciPS Protection J\ct e.1inn. Stelt. Sec. 

r,7. 1!8q) • 
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In 1977, the Section of Wildlife initiated the Nongame Wildlife Program 

as the Department's response to growing public interest in the well being of 

the State's entire wildlife resource. The Program was staffed by one 

full-time biologist financed from the Game and Fish Fund. In 1CJP0, the 

t,fongame Wildlife Program's potential to fulfill its responsibilitiP.S was 

enhanced OY the passage of the ~H:inesota Nongame Wildlife Checkoff law 

(Minn. Stat. Sec. ?90.1n1(1gR1 Sup.)) establis~ing the Mon~ame Wildlife. Fund 

with revenues derived from voluntary citizens' donations. Within two years, 

a staff of seven full-time personnel, with an annual operatinp, budget 

exceeding $500,000, was conducting more than SO resource management projects 

(~inn. Dep. Nat. Resour. 19R4a). 

1he rapid expansion of Minnesota's nongame program typifies the growth 

of state nongame programs following Colorado's creative financial initiatlve 

in implementing the first checkoff legislati~n in 1Q77. Currently, 3? 

states ()perate resource management programs funded by citizen donations 

through checkoff programs. Such programs exemplify nationwide interest and 

concern for all wildlife and other natural resources. 

It is difficult to guide the long-term direction of such progrRms 

during the early stage of rapid growth. A number of constraints may impeoe 

program operation. One of the most critical of these is the need for 

adequate funding (~bward et. al. 1080). 

Tax checkoff legislation has not completely resolved the matter. 

Obtaining funds via public donation requires considerable promotion~l 

effort. To some extent, this compels selection of highly visible m~nagement 

projects featuring popular, well-known species. The challenge is to 

encourage citizen participation while balancing resource needs, promotionnl 

considerations and public preferences for fund allocation ( P.oggis lOfVI). 
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A consistent level of funding is not guaranteed from checkoff revenue. 

In Minnesota, current financing is not r:idequate to simultaneously undertrike 

all the actions which so far have been identified for the conservation of 

Minnesota's nongame resource (Minn. Dep. Nat. Resour. 1!1Rl). Consequently, 

priorities must be defined (see Issue on F.ndangered Species). 

Another interim problem has been the absence of legal mandates 

describing the scope of the Program's responsibility or providing an 

operational definition of the term "nongame". As a consequence, the Nongame 

Wildlife Program is still working to clarify its responsibilities relative 

to some of the 600+ vertf~brate species and their habitats that constitute 

Mjnnesota's wildlife resource. 

'fhe Department's obli~ntion for endangered and threatened species is a 

10gislative manadate. ~bwever, bobwhite quail, prairie chicken, sandhill 

crane, elk, pine marten, woorlland cnribou and invertebrates are examples of 

sp~cies for which NWP jurisdiction and management responsihilities are 

uncl~ar. The confusion regarding the meaning of the term "nongame" is not 

unique to Minnesota. Nationwide, there is no standard or generally accApterl 

definition of nongame. The various states with nongame programs have 

different operational definitions, none of which conform exactly with the 

frd~rnl definition articulated in the Fish and Wildlifo Conservation Act of 

J.C rm. 

More than ~S governmental and private ap;encies or individuals have bP.en 

id en ti fied 0'1inn. Dep. Nat. Resour. 1 <),81b) which conduct or regulate 

activities affecting the nong8me resource in Minnesota. The need exists to 

improve coordination and leadership among these groups in order to reduce 

confusion and competition, identify responsibilities, and more sharply focus 

on the implementati.on of a comprehensive, statewide resource manap,ement 
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effort in which all agencies and indivirluals can par.ticipate effectively 

(see Issue on Coordination). 

Approximately two-thirds of the state's vertebrate species are 

presently considered nongame. The NWP' s ability to 2ddress the needs of 

these nongame species is restricted in part becaus~ the sp~cies' ranges 

extend beyond the state's boundaries. Therefore, int'eragehcy coordinatj,on 

at the state and regional level will be needed for successful implementation 

of some management actions. 

Nongame resource management is a recent field which is still evol vinr; 

from the traditions of game management and an understanrling of eco1op;icnl 

principles. F.xisting nongame programs are relatively new, the animals under 

their jurisdiction have usually not .been managed, and few precedents exist 

on how to proceed. In many cases the information on life history a,nd 

distribution of nongame species is scant. Species and habitat management 

techniques are often undefined or nonexistent (see Issues on Data M8nagement 

and Data Acquisition). fbwever, exciting and innovative actions are heing 

achieved (Temple lq83, Nongame Wild. Assoc. N. Am. lgW~). These recent 

advances in the nongame management field, coupled with the rapid expansion 

of management programs and the considerable effort required to promote 

public participation in program financinp; must be accomplished by thoughtful 

planning, including in-ciepth review of resource and data management needs. 

The primary purpose of planning is to become more effective at 

realizing results (Crowe 1981). A comprehensive plan has been identified by 

Nongame Wildlife Program personnel and Department administrators as 

necessary for the effective and efficient operation of both the Nongame 

Wildlife Program and the Division of Fish and Wil<ilife. Planninr.; appears to 

be the only realistic way to simultaneously address all constraints impeding 
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effective resource management and Nongame Wildlife Pro~ram operation. 

The consequences to the nongame resource of a failure to address the 

constrr.iints through oevelopment of ci comprehensive plan relate to the 

possihility that proj~ts chosen without the benefit of thoughtful planning 

may not be priorities for the resource. Major resource ne0ds may even be 

entirely overlooked and the citizens' mandate to insure the well-being of 

blithe state's wildlife may not be adequately met. 

The first steps have already been taken in response to the plannin~ 

nc~ed. At the federnl level, both the U.S. Fish and Wildlife ~ervice and the 

ll. ~. Fon~st Service have implemented planning efforts intended, in part, to 

identify priority resource needs and fe<ieral management actions for selected 

nongame species (U.S. Dep. Tnter. lORl; U.S. Off. Fed. Register l0~~a; 

Salwasser and Mealey 10R2; Suring and Mathisen Iq83). 

At the state level, a planning position was created within the NongamP. 

Wildlife Program in 19P?. Subsequently, a nongame plan (~1 inn. Dep. Nat. 

Resour. lqRl~) was initiated. 

To date, the Nonp;r:1me Wildlife Program's planning effort has: 1) produced 

a resource ~sscssment, ?) proposed an operational definition of the term 

"nongnme" in order to clc:1r ify the Pro~ram' s scope of responsibility, and ~) 

identi. fied ei~ht major resource issues. 

With such a comprehensive planning process now underway, the Nongcime 

Wildlife Program will, in the next year, begin to address the needs and 

priorities as identified in the planning effort. Projects may continue 0s 

in the past, priorities may be reordered, or new projects may be initiaterl. 

This initiative,coupled with existing state and federal planning efforts, 

should enchance the effectiveness of 211 programs intended for the benefit 

of the citizens and the nongame resource. 
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Opportunities to Resolve the Issue: 

1. Prepare a general statement on behalf of the Division which 

officially defines the term "nongame.,, delineates the ~·Jongr.ime 

Wildlife Program's responsibilities within the scope of the 

Division's obligations to wildlife, and sets forth the Program's 

philosophy and policies. 

? . Continue an ongoing planning effort for the Non game Wild 1 i fe 

Program which establishes Program goals and strategies for goal 

attainment; develops Program policy, and designates a priority 

of Program effort for the protection and preservation of the 

nongame wildlife resource through research, management, public 

education, and suggests actions for other ar;encies, and 

monitors implementation of the.plan. 

3. Encourage the Division of Fisheries and Wildlife to develop a 

comprehensive long range plan which would clarify Division 

policy and the relationship of the Nongame Wildlife Pro~ram to 

other Division and Department proRrams and responsibilities. 

11. Maintain flexibility in the current Program organization so that 

adjustment of personnel and funding may be made if needed to 

implement priority actions defined by the planning effort. 

S. Review ex istinr, t·MP or.r;r=in i zational structure in light of r;oal 

and strAtegy recommendations. 

6. Future legislative mandates may be inititated to adjust Nongame 

Wildlife Program priorities. Every effort should be made to 

assure that such legislative initiatives remain consistant with 
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Program goals and strategies. 

7. Seek expansion of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and other 

agencies' interest and activities on behalf of nongame species. 

8. Initiate an effort with other agencies and organizations to jointly 

design and implement a course of action for the conservation of the 

nongame wildlife resource in Minnesota and nationally. 

9. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and U.S. Forest Service should 

implement their management plans in a timely manner and coordinate 

with the Nongame Wildlife Program. 

10. The Di vision of Fish and Wildlife's planning effort should be 

funded. 

11. Seek citizen participate in review of the Nongame Wildlife 

Program's planning effort. 
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COORDINATION TO F.NCHANCE NONGAME RESOURCE CONSERVATION 

Issue Statement: IMPROVED COMf\1UNICATJON .l\ND COORDINATION AMmK-; THF M/\NY 

PUBLIC AGENCIES, PRIVATE ORGANIZATIONS AND TNDIVTDUALS TIIAT CONDUCT 

ACTIVITIES WHICH AFFECT THE MONGAME RESOURCE TS NEEDED TO MAXIMIZE MONG.AME 

RESOURCE CONSERV/\TION EFFORTS. 

Many organizations influence, regulate, and undertake activities that 

affect the nongame resource. The individuals repres0nting these 

organizations motivate legislators and governmental agencies to act in ways 

that m8y substantially impact the nongame resource. There is a need to 
I 

imptove communication and cooperation among these groups in order to 

encourage coordinated actions that enhance nongame resource conservation 

efforts in Minnesota. 

'.Jiscussion: Natural communities are interconnected, interdependent systems 

that function as a unit. However, responsibility for management of the 

various components of these natural systems has been administratively 

partitioned. While this "division of labor" may make the work easier, it is 

an artificial separation. The wildlife, vegetation, soil, water and air 

cannot be separated. Tdeally, all need to be considered together. 

Lil timately wildlife is a product of the land. The quality of the wildlife 

resource is 8 reflPction of the quality of the other components of the 

ecosystems. 

Minnesota has a wealth of wildlife species associated with its land, 

air and water. Insurin~ the future existence of all of these animals is a 

complPX and difficult task requiring; cooperation and consideration of 

wildlife needs by the various groups influencing natural resource 
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·utilization. 

For some agencies, consideration of nongame species, while of ~reater 

concern today, is not new. The Migratory Rird Treaty Act of 1<110. mandated 

federril protection for many species of nongame birds. More recent federal 

1 egislation has incl uderl the nnld Ear:; le Protection Act (l nlt()) , the 

Enrlangered Species fl.ct ( 1q73), and the Fish and Wilrllife Conservation Act of 

19.~rn. In addition, state statutes protecting some nongame species have b0en 

in existence for a long time. 

Tn response to public expectcitions and insistence that the rr,overnment 

man8ge these species, state and federal wildlife agencies and other 

regulatory on~an izat1.ons have recently become more at ten ti ve to the needs of 

non~ame wildlife. Tn ~innesota, more than ~O governmental agencies have so 

far been identified that impact the nongame resource, 

TntrR-AGency Coordination 

Within the Department of Natural Resources, the actions and policies of 

all Divisions have the potential to affect nongame wildlife. Peatland 

development is a goorl case in point. Regulation of peat mining is under th~ 

control of the r.ivision of Minerals. The constraints which necessitate the 

Division of Mineral's consideration of the needs of wildlife associated with 

peatlnnds requires coordination with the Division of Fish and Wildlife. A 

number of assessments have been jointly undertaken by the two Divisions to 

provide information on the consequences of peat mining for wildlife and on 

the rnitir;ation alternatives possible to minimize potential adverse effects. 

Similarly, the Division of Forestry controls extensive land areas 

throughout the state. The Di vision of Forestry also influences many 

industrial, county, and private forest landowners. Timber management on 

these public and private forest lands has a substantial influence on nongame 
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wildlife. The consequences for forest management o.f this timber/wilrlJife 

interrelationship are acknowledged by the Di vision of Forestry in the 

statement: "The increasing public interest in nonr,ame species has placed 

greater demands on natural resource agencies to assess the ecological 

impacts of timber and forest game projects and to manage for ecolog.ical 

diversity rather than concentrating management on a few species" (Minn. Dep. 

Nat. Resour. 1Q8?a). 

Opportunities for integrating timber and wildlife management already 

exist in Minnesota through the Forestry/Wildlife Coordination Policy and the 

Forestry/Wildlife Coordination Guidelines to Habitat Management ( Minn. Dep. 

Nat. Resour. 19R?h). A number of nongame conerns are ourently addressed \n 

these r;uidelines. A necessary step to promote further consideration of 

nongame resource needs by forest land managers is development of additional 

guidelines specific to nongame. L\ctions to accomplish this have already 

been initiated by Nongame Wildlife Program personnel . 

The Di vision of Parks and Recreation has management authority for state 

park lands. These parks, important to the nongame r0source, are managed 

primarily as reserves. As such, they offer an opportunity to mana~e for 

special conditions such as old growth forest types or for endan~ered species 

habitats. In the agricultural areas, these park lanrls provide an 

appreciable amount of undisturbed habit8t, particularly woodlands. 

Additionally, park employees provide natural resourcP interpretive services 

to nearly sno,ono visitors annually. Much of this programming focuses on 

wildlife. The appropriateness of coordination with the Division of Parks 

and Recreation is obvious. 

Water is an essential habitat component for alJ wildlife. Water 

resource management is the responsibility of the DNR's Division of Waters. 
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The benefits to the nongame resource of a water management program 

considerate of the needs of the resource are many. 

Of critical importance is the Nongame Wildlife Pro~ram's relationship 

tu other programs of the Division of Fish and Wildlife. The NongClme 

Wildlife Program must clarify the mechanisms for incorporating its concerns 

and information into the Division's policy and decision making network. 

Because of the Division's past emphasis on programs for game species, and 

some differences in the habitat needs of various wildlife species, there may 

be some revisions needed in current programs to assure that all Division 

actions reflect a comprehensive approach to wildlife conservation . 

. The Nongame Wildlife Ptogram interacts significantly with the 

Sclentific nnd Natur8l Areas and Natural fleritage Pror;rams. Together, the e 

1 

th~ee programs are the Department's first real commitment to the managment 
. i 

:of
1
plants, animals and natu~2l habitats not traditionally a focus of 

Jiepartrnent activities to mai.ntain natural diversity. Clarification of each 

'prqgram' s responsibil itiE~s1.,;' functions and goals relative the the nongame 

resource is necessary to avciid duplication of effort and maximize 

effectiveness. 

Tn addition', the qqngame Wildlife Program needs to communicate with 

the Department's Office of Plnnning, Land Bureau, Division of Enforcement, 
.. 
F.nvironrnental Education l'bard, the Trails and Waterways Unit, Division of 

Waters, and the Rurem1 of Information and Fducation. The formal mechanism 

for inter8ction is through the Department's Planning and Environmental 

Heview Team which coordinates policy development and other major Division 

actions. Coordination and communication among the disciplines on less 

substantial matters is informal and depends on direct contacts among 

agencies' personnel. 
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Fxcept for the Division of Wildlife, consideration of wildlife needs is 

a secondary responsibi1 ity of all Department disciplines. Consequently,. 

there will be differences in goals and policies between wildlife, recreation 

and resource utilization that will require compromise. It is 8lso 

recoenized that perfect coordination and communication is not possible. 

When necessary, these differences can be minimized throur;h memoranda of 

understanding, joint goal setting sessions, joint policy statements, 

periodic information meetings, work agre~ments and other appropriate means. 

Tnter-Agency Coordination 

Numerous other governmental agencies affect Minnesota's nongame spe,cies 

in one way or another. In addition to the DNR, both the U.S. Fish and 

Widlife Service and the U.S. Forest Service have direct responsibilities for 

nongame species conservation. The NWP's working relationship with these 

agencies involves exchanges of information and qoordination of pro~rams to 

avoid duplication of effort. 

Most other ar,encies do not have wildlife a$ their mdjor charge. They 

impact the nongame resource through the activities that they conduct or 

regulate (e.g. , Pollution Control Agency, Environmental Quality Roard, MN 

Department of Agriculture). It is vital that the Nongame Wi1rllife Program 

remain informed of these regulatory actions so that information, assistance 

or management actions can be provided when needed or requested by the 

agency. While communication with these agencies has been active in the 

past, improved com~unication is desirable. 

It is the Division of Fish and Wildlife's responsibility to encourage 

the incorparation of information on wildlife resource considercitions into 

the decision making process of these other agencies whenever their 

a~tivities impact the resource. For this to occur, it is important thcit the 
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datrl base from which such information comes is accurate, complete, and 

readily available. The Nongame Wildlife PorfSram's role is this regard is 

discussed as part of the Data Acquistion and Data Managment Issues. 

Privnte Organizations 

A diverse group of private organizations interested in the management 

and utilizotion of natural resources, including non~Ame wildlife, exists in 

Minnesota. Collectively these groups motivate legislators and other 

governmental agencies to make land use decisions which substantially impact 

the nongame resource. ThesA organizations must be identified and their 

interest and support for nongame species encourageci. Such private 

organizations include: 

a) The Nature Conservancy. 

h) The Minnesota Ornitholof'.;ists' tlnion. 

c) National Audubon Society, The Sierra Club, Tzaac Walton League, 

Minnesota \,onservation Federation and other citizen conservation 

organizations. 

d) The Farm f\ureau, Farmers Union, National Farmers Organization and 

other agr icul turc~l organi zAtion s. 

e) Tnrlustrfal organizations such as those of the timber and mining 

industries. 

f) Private hmdowner c::md lakeshore associations. 

n;) Professional groups such as The Wildlife Society and the Society 

of American Foresters. 

/\ r;ood working relationship has developed between the Pongame Wild ife 

Program c::md many of these organizations cis well as among the groups 

themselves. However, there has been little or no communication with some of 

the groups. This is probably due to the fact that situations requiring 
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communication with these groups have not arisen. The lines of cornmu.n.ication 

must be opened with these groups to avoid confrontc=itions when nongame 

resources are affected. Vnowledge and communication is preferable to 

8fter-the-fact "crisis management''. 

The potential complexity of involvement in nong;3me management on the 

part of these various agencies and groups is exemplified by the endanr;erfd 

five-lined skink. The total habitat of this species in Minnestoa is 

approximately 2,oon acres. This habitat is owned or managed by numerous 

private individuals, a private corporation, the ~innesota Department of 

Transportation, a county park, a county historical society, a county hir;hway 

department, a municipal park, county administered tax-forfeited land, 8nd 

The Nature Conservancy. It is vital that there be close coordination 2mong 

the vcir ious groups to assure that resource issues important for five-lined 

skink management are addressed by the proper parties with a minimum 

duplication of effort. Jn this particular case, the Nongame 1/\fild life 

Program is serving as the coordinating agency. In other situations it may 

only be necessary for the NWP to serve as a source of information to the 

coordinator . 

Coordination is a matter of communication and cooperation. It is 

difficult to accomplish unless the responsibility for coordination is 

clearly defined, all important participants are identified and are also 

\Jilling to cooperate, and information is exchanged in a timely manner. 

Leadership responsibilities must be clearly designcited and actively r:lssumed 

in order to successfully implement coordinated efforts. 

There is an expectation on the part of other private and public ~roups 

that the Nongame Wildlife Program should assume all responsibility for 

coordination and leadership of nongame resource manar,ement in Minnesota. 
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The Nonrsame Wildlife Program is small and alone cannot do all that is 

needed. In some instances, it may serve the needs of the resource very well 

by assuming coordination or leadership responsibilities. Tn other 

circumstances it may more appropriately function 8S a catalyst to encourage 

other 8~encies with the necessary experience and administrative skills to 

assumri leadership or coordination roles for specific tasks. The tlongame 

Wildlife Program mip,ht also function to prompt and promote a more 

coordinated nationwide effort for nonp;ame manap;ement through the U.S. Fish 

and Wilrllife Service anrl the Nongame Wildlife Associcition of North /\merica. 

The need is to develop a coordinated, statewide n~source management effort 

'in which all agencies rmrl individuals can participC1te effectively. 

Opportunities to Resolve the Tssue 

1. The Nongame Widlife Program should initiate joint planning 

sessions whith other agencies/organizations to delineate areas 

of responsibility and interest, establish goals, cost share 

operational costs where appropriate, and cooperatively intitate 

actions to preserve and manage the nongame resource in a 

coordinated manner. Specific attention should be given to 

coordination with Division of Fish and Wildlife's programs, 

particularly the Natural Heritage Prop;ram and the Scientific 

and Natural Areas Program. 

?. Develop or revise Forestry/Wildlife Coordination Policy, 

lfabitat Guidelines and other similar policies and cooperative 

agreements with mm rlivisions' other state agencies' and public 

or private organizations to encour3ge integration of efforts. 

1. Conduct special orientation programs nnd joint training sessions 

to familiarize other agency personnel with the Nonr;a'Tle Wildlife 
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Program goals and activities such as the endangered species law 

and listing process; and converselyi to familiarize Program 

personnel with other agencies' responsibilities and activities. 

LI. Jointly initiate and fund studies with othf?r agencies or 

individuals on resource management considerations of mutual 

interest. 

5. Identify areas where duplication of effort is occurring and 

develop strategies to cooperatively proceed in a more efficient 

manner, (e.g. depredation and nongame wildlife control matters 

including extension education material). 

f). Work directly with agricultural organizations, the timber and 

mining industries and private landowner associations to incn~ase 

their awareness of nongame wildlife resources, the Nongame 

Wildlife Program, and opportunities for joint initiatives of 

mutual benefit. 

7. Promote an understanding within the private groups of the 

extensive citizen interest and support which exists in Minnesotci 

for nongame resource conservation. 

R. Encourage a Di vision of Fish and Wildlife planning effort 

to more clearly delineate the relationships between 

the Nongame Wildlife Pror;ram and other nivision prof;rams within 

the context of the Division's overall responsibility for statewide 

wildlife rc-:source management. 

9. Seek out speci fie opportunities to work with county and mun icipnl 

government agencies on cooperative projects of research or 

inventory or mana~ement and in providing technical assistance 

to their personnel for management of nonr;amr~ on county lanrls. 
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10. Through the existing inter agency network, implement a mechanism 

to assess 8ny nongame concerns which may be identified in the 

environmental review process of other government8l agencies 

( F.Of\ PCA, etc.) • 

11. Improve the Di vision's knowledge of the economic value of the 

states wildlife resources. Most agencies are used to dealing 

in terms of dollar values. When the Division can communicate for 

wildlif8 in economic terms, there will be greater appreciation 

of this value by other agencies. Such understanding will improve 

other agencies' consideration of wildlife needs. 

1?. Work on innovative, cooperativ~ nongame management projects 

with selected District Foresters, Park Managers, private 

landowners and other to demonstrate coordinated management. 

Publicize these efforts at appropriate meetings. 
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PURLTC AWARENESS AND APPRECJ/\TTON 

Tssue Statement: PUBLIC AWAREHESS, UNDERSTANDING AND APPRECTATTON OF 

WILDLIFE NEEDS AND VALUF.S MUST RE ENCOURAGED IN nRDF.R TO ENHANCF. PURLTC 

INVOLVEMENT WITH THE WILDLIFE RESOURCE. 

A well-informed citizenry is the most important advocate of wildlife 

conservation. Many Minnesotan's are concerned about the state's wildlife 

resources. This interest should be nurtured to improve their understanding 

of wildlife resource needs in order to insure a future for all wildlife in 

Minnesota. 

Discussion: People who are knowledgeable and concerned about natural 

resource management are tl1e Department's strongest allies in successfully 

protecting anrl enhancing wildlife resources. I\ fair proportion of Minnesota 

citizens are concerned for the state's wildlife resources, as exemplified by 

their participation in support of Division programs, particularly the 

nongame tax checkoff (see Issue on Funding). 

However, even the concerned citizens are not necessarily well-informed. 

~any wildlife enthusiasts are unaware of the principles of populntion 

biology, ecosystem dynamics or wildlife management. f\s a consequence, their 

actions on behalf of the wildlife resource may be inadvertently detrimental 

to the wildlife resource or counter to ar;ency 8ctions. The enthusiasm, 

energy and money of these well-meaning citizens need to be channeled in 

directions that work in concert with agency progrnms for the benefit of 

wildlife. 

/\t the other end of the spectrum is an indifforence to wil<ilife and its 

habitat needs coupled with an absence of public understanding that is 
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detrimental to many wildlife populations. The action of landowners may be 

unknowingly destructive of wildlife habitats, especially for those species 

that are inconspicuous or not well known. There is also a pre ju<i ice against 

certain species such as reptiles, bats, and predators. Jn some cases, an 

unnecessary fear results from ignorance of the animals' habits and of their 

value as part of the ecosystem. Such attitudes often result in harassment, 

capture and killing of wildlife to the extent that local populations may be 

destroyerl and important or unique habitat lost (see Tssue on Habitat). 

Tt is difficult to generate support or enthusiasm for agency programs 

directed towards species that the public dislikes, fears or has never heard 

of before. For these reasons, there is a neect to increase the general 

public's awareness of nongame species that occur in Minnesota, raise their 

level of appreciation of these species and chan~P negative attituctes towards 

·certain species. There is also a need for increased education and 

understanding of ecological principles in order to focus concern and action 

on the most important consideration for wildlife - the maintenance of 

ha bi tat. 

There is a second aspect of this issue. Beyond a consideration of 

public 8Wareness, there is the matter of public participation. These arc~ 

two separate processes that may be difficult to distinguish. 

Public awareness is a process of informing and educating the public. 

Public p8rticipation is a more complex process of citizen involvement in 

.shapirn~ the direction of the NWP either throup;h review ;:;md comment or d fr Pct 

contribution of effort to the NWP's research, habitat management or 

promotional activities. 

Public participation in the develoµnent of a nongame m2nagement plan is 

encouraged under federal planning guidelines. The Nongame Wildlife ProgrCJm 
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sincerely desires such input, and a mechanism to encourge such review Rnd 

comment has been established (Mn. Dep. Nat. Resour. 108~a). 

In the past, many citizens were satisfied with r;overnmental action. · 

Increasingly, people want to participate directly in projects and activities 

to benefit wildlife. In this regard, a number of private citizens havP 

shown considerable inititive in establishing a privately operated wildlife 

rehabilitation network in ~l!innesota. Often, however, interested citizens 

have not had coordinated opportunities available to them. 

A number of opportunities currently exist for public participation in 

Nongame Wildlife Program operation. However, a neP.d P.Xists to improve the 

effectiveness of this participation. There also appears to be a need t,o 

provide new opportunities. 

Hi st or icall y, the major inter est in wildlife, and thus the greatest 

public knowledge, has been for game species which were considered 

"valuable". Knowing the habits of game animals was often a necessity for 

survival in a wilderness frontier. The early white settlers of Minnesota 

lived off the land until acreage could be cle;:ired and plowed. Furbearer s, 

such as beaver and fox, were valuable from a monetary standpoint while deer 

and rabbit were meat on the table. 

As agriculture expanded and settlements grew to towns, wildlife species 

that were valuable needed protection from over-hunting. Wildlife protection 

agencies were created which established hunting seasons and limits on the 

number of game animals that could be legally taken. However, other wildlife 

species, some a nuisance while others harmless or beneficial, were still 

indiscriminately killed. The thinking was that pred~tors conflicted with 

livestock operations and took game animals. Thus, predators were bountied. 

Although there was some interest in nongame species on the part of a few 
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n~turalists, scientists, or birdwatchers, most people ~ave little thou~ht or 

time to nongame wildlife. 

/\ftP.r World War TT, the growth of Minnesota's major cities rlrew people 

from the country and small towns and away from direct contact with wi lrllife. 

As generations were raised in urban and suburban settings, their experience 

and need for knowledge of wildlife declined. Those that still enjoyed the 

outdoors participated in weekend fishin~ or hunting trips. Tnner city 

residents became far removed from most wildlife - knowing only the urban 

adapted sparrows, pigeons and squirrels. Those who stayed on the farm often 

considered wildlife a nuisance, competitor or tar~et. Pesticides ;md other 

per sistant poisons were used freely to protect farm crops and increase 

production. 

During this time, agencies continued to focus on the consumptive use of 

wildlife with prognims promoting the value of same spedes. Wildlife 

mana~ers concentrated on deer, 8rouse, pheasants, ducks and their habitats 

in rural and undeveloped areas of the state. The managers were unable to 

r;i ve much uttention to songbird::, reptiles or amphibians. Actions on behalf 

of wildlife in the urb3nizinr; environments consisted of providing technicril 

;:issistr:mce in response to citizen complc-lints resulting from unpleas8nt 

hurmm-wild1i fe inter:Jctions. 

The environmentnl movement which developed in the 1070's has grown to 

become (l po1.t1erful socfal and political force (Naisbitt ]qP~). Concern for 

pollution, toxic wastes, pesticides, habitat degradation and enrlangered 

s pocies, alonr; with <J realization of the 1 imi t to natural n~sources, 

profoundly influenced urban-raised and university-educated n~sidents as well 

as those on farms anrl tn small tm.ms. Interest in wilrlli fe changed from 

primarily consumptive to include nonconsumptive activities as well. 
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Birdwatching became the fastest growing wildlife recreational activity in 

North America (Butler lQR~), with many participants enjoying the activity in 

their own backyard. Membership increased in the National Au.dubon ~ociety, 

the Sierra Club and other organizations as citizens organized to lobby for 

environmental issues. 

The concentration of this new consi tuency of wildlife enthu,siasts and 

environmentalists in urban areas, combined with incr•'?asing citizen demand 

for agency personnel to do something about bats in attics and snakes in 

basements, prompted a new concept - urban wildlife management. 

The significance of urban wildlife is that it is potentially that 

portion of the resource with which the majority of citizens interact. 

Consequently, urban wildlife can potentially ~e used to increase citizen 
.s 

awareness and pleasure from wildlife. The purpo~e of urban wildlife 

management may be seen as promoting, through 4ducation and information 

techniques, enjoyment, understanding and satisfactiqn from wildlif~ in the 

citizens' everyday lives. 

The role of federal, state and private organizations in urban wildlife 

management has been discussed elsewhere (Noye~ 1074). A number of states 

have recently established an urban wildlife m~nagement program with nongame 

checkoff revenue. F.stablishment of such a program in Minnesota has been , 

suggested as one alternative for improvinr, citizen awareness and 

appreciation for wildlife. 

The current situation in Minnesota is mixed with regard to interest, 

appreciation, and knowledge of the nongr:ime wildlife resource. A smnll 

percentage of the population can be considered well-informed. /\ large 

number of people are interested or aware of some nongame species, such as 

robins and eagles, but have little knowledge-of less conspicuous species, or 
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of the need for hc=ibitat protection. Within this group are those who want 

to 'learn more and those who can be shown that they should lecirn more. 

Tt has become apparPnt that the demand for wildlife in format ion has 

incre~sed to a level where available Department of Natural Resources 

personnel and facilities alone can not provide for all public rlemands. The 

mm' s Bureau of Information and Education handles the task of informing and 

educating Minnesota's residents about the state's fish and wildlife 

resources. This has been done primari.ly through the distribution of the 

Volunteer magazine, loan of fi1ms,and news releases. Much of this 

information reaches people who are alre8dy interested in wildlife and 

probably have some prior knowledge of natural resource management. Also, 

much of this information relates to ongoing DNR programs--primarily game and 

some endangered species. 

These traditional approaches and techniques have generally been 

inefficient, however, in reaching the broad cross-section of ~eneral pub1ic 

audiences with constructive, information8l, and inspirational messages 

regardin~ wildlife conservation needs and opportunities. Such shortcominr,s 

could be overcome by increasing the use of modern electronic media and sound 

public relations principles. However, funding for such efforts has always 

been limited . 

The Minnesota Fnvironmental Education Puard (MEER) within the JJNR w;::is 

estc1blished by the Minnesota Legislature in 1gr~. Consistinp; of a state 

board and n re~ional volunteer councils, the major function of MEF.n is to 

increase the awareness of ~innesota citizens abotlt issues relating to the 

t>nvironment ;:ind natural resources. MEER focuses primarily on land use,, 

en~rgy and water quality issues. Cooperatively MF.ER, the N~tJP, and the State 

Department of Education have recently brought Project WILD to Minnesota's 
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schools. 

Project WILD is an interdisciplinary, supplementary environmental and 

conservation education pro~ram for elementary and secondary educators. 

Emphasizing wildlife as a way to understand our n~sponsibilities to nll 

living things, Project WTLD's goal is "to develop awareness, knowledRe, 

skills and commitment which will result in informed decisions, responsible 

behavior and constructive actions .•. for wildlife, and the environment upon 

which all life depends." 

1here are other governmental agencies and privatP. organizations that 

promote awc:ireness and concern for nongame wild1i fe through their various 

activities. These include the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, lJ.S. Forest 

Service, the local National Audubon Society chapters, county conservation 

reserves and nature centers, the James Ford Rell Museum of Matural History, 

the Science Museum of Minnesota, the Minnesota Ornithologists Union, the 

~~innesota Herpetological Society, and Minnesota Humane Society and others. 

Recently, 60 facilities were identified, including ?S in the seven county_ 

metropolitan area, which provide wildlife and environmental education 

information (Minn. Nat. Assoc. 1984). 

Despite all these efforts, it is apparent that the message is not 

reaching that segment of the citizenry that is unconcerned or poorly 

informed about wildlife. Unless public awareness and understanding of 

wildlife is encouraged and increased, it can e expected that the wildlife 

resource will continue to suffer loss of habitat and, for some species, 

unnecessary persecution. 

0pportunities to Resolve the Tssue 

1. Delineate publics and their information needs. Survey public 

attitudes toward and knowledge of various nongame species and 
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their needs. Identify the type of wildlife experience preferred 

by these publics (Kellert 1980) and desiRn NWP actions to focus 

on providing for those perceived needs and interests by 

promoting existing facilities and programs. Tdentify areas of 

mi sin formation, lack of in format ion and negative attitudes, 

and acquire and utilize educational products, to solve such 

problems. 

?. Conduct public awareness campaip;ns to increase awareness and 

appreciation of non~ame species and their h8bitats. These 

programs should stress the importance of habitat and focus on 

basic ecological principles such as food chains and predator-prey 

re1.C1tionships. They should also inform the public of mm projects 

that involve nongame species. 

1. Develop or acquire educational materials and programs which 

encourage educators to provide information about nongame wildlife 

species and ecological principles. The most effective methods 

for reachinr, and influencing the most people should. be employed. 

Roth the general public and the school systems should be tRrgeted. 

Youth groups likP ll-H and Scouts should also be considered. 

II. Promote awareness and under stand inp; of the economic benefits and 

VHlues of wildJife and the ecological advantages of retaining 

habi tRt for wildlife. 

S. Develop an urban wildlife component for the Nongame 1~~Ji1dlife 

Program that would concentrate on increasing public awareness 

and appreciation of wildlife in the Minneapolis/St. Paul and 

other metropolitan areas. 

n. Simplify and promote usable and understandable wildlife 
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protection and possession regulations. Repeal bounties on 

venomous reptiles and upgrade wildlife possession regulations 

as needed for native and exotic species. 

7. Develop new methods/information system to deal with nuisance 

wildlife complaints in a cost-effective manner. 

8 Promote community environmental programs and distribute nongarrie 

information through the existing MF.FR network, or through 

purchase of materials such as movies and slide-tapes for locrll 

use and distribution. 11/ork closely with Jocal conservation 

and sportsmen's groups. 

Q. Consider the develoµnent of a well-planned volunteer pror,ram. 

Possible activities include loon and heron colony observations, 

bird house and feeder observations, or backyard wildlife h8bi tat 

programs, 

10. Promote citizens support for legislative actions on 

environmental issues. 

11 . Consider the creation of a citizen adv tsory body for the Nonr,rmie 

Wildlife Program. 

1~. Encourage private landowner interest and concern for non~ame 

resources by providing technical services relative to: 

a) understandin~ and controlling nuisance wildlife situations 

b) avoidance of ~ctions which degrade wildlife habitat 

c) mitigation of habitat loss 

d) improvement of ha bi tat incl ud inr, urh8n and backyard ha bi tats 

and woodlots. 

13~ Clarify responsibility for promotion activities and delineate 

opportunities for cooperative efforts between the Bureau of 

Information and Education and the Nongame 1.r.!ildlife Prorsram. 
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DATA ACOUISTTTON 

Tssuc ~tatement: TNHYRMATTON ON THE F:COLCIUC.'\L AND F'.CONOMTC VAUJF.~ OF 

NONGAMF SPFCTES TS F.SSFNTTAL TO ADF~JATFLY PRESERVE AND PROTFCT TIIF NO~~AMF. 

RF~.()!JHCL nATA DESCRTPH!G fJTSTRTPlJTTml' :TATUS, MATllRAL JIT~TORY' ~}If.~ 

llTTLT 7./\.TTON 0F NONG AMF. ~,PF.CTES .A RE NFFDFn TO DETERMINE THE SF V /\UJF.S. 

Biological information on nongame spPcies is incomplete. This short8p;e 

of knowledge results in inadequate understanding of the ecological V8lue of 

these species, the neecis of the resource, and the problems that mny threaten 

the future Dvailabihty of wi1dlife. Add iti.on81 information on the economic 

and aesthetic value of many nongnme species is also essential to 2rlequately 

preserve and protect the nonF; ame resource. D<1ta describing the 

distribution, abundance, natural history, and utilization of species help 

determine the ecolorical and economic values by 2ssessing species status, 

monitorinr; population and hcibitat trends, idP.ntifying management needs, and 

de1inr:-atinr; citizen concerns and demands upon the resource. 

Discussion: The principa1 charge of the Non~ame Wildlife Program is to 

preserve and protect MinnesotR' s nongame wildlife resource. SuccPssful 

implementation of this r~sponsibility depends on adequately understandinr 

th~ needs of the resource And the problems that confront its continued 

existence. In the absence of such knowl0dge it becomes impossible to desj r:r.n 

and ir~pl f'Ment 8ctions that are necessary to insure thP perpetuation of 

nonr,ame species and the h8bitats on which they depend. 

The problPm is that dat<-l Clre either lacking or inadequate for most 

species. Certainly, the efforts of pCJst investigators and amateurs have 

addPd substantially to our knowledge of ~1innesota species. For example, 
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through the auspices of the Minnesota Ornithologists• Union, birding 

enthusiasts across the state are carefully delineating the distribution and 

abundance of nearly 400 bird species found in Minnesota. 

In contrast, bats, snakes and countless other species that have less 

appeal, can be difficult to observe and often are plagued by myths and 

misconceptions. Studies documenting the distribution and abundance of these 

species have been undertaken by only a few individuals. Consequently, 

biologists are still attempting to document even the county occurrence of 

such relatively common species as the central newt, silver~haired bat anp 

gopher snake. 

Data on the historical distribution and ab~ndance of species is equally 

important. By comparing past population levels ·with those at present; 

biologists can assess the current status of species and then focus research, 

inventory and management efforts on those species demonstrating significant 
' ' ' 

declines. Historical data also establish a baseline against which future 

trends can be evaluated. Dr. T.S. Ropert's (1932) treatise on Minnesot~ 

birds in the late 1800's and early 1900's is invaluable in this regard. 

Unfortunately, this type of information is rarely available for most other 

fauna. 

Extensive knowledge of many species' life historie~ and hpbitat 

requirements is also lacking. These data are essential to understanding the 

animals' needs, habitat relationships, and capabilities for continued 

existence. Without it the resource manager is unable to specify management 

actions that may be necessary to preserve, enhance or restore species. 

Three additional types of information are essential if the Nongame 

Wildlife Program is to responsibly preserve and protect the nongame 

resource. First, data on the current quantity and condition of various 
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habitats is needed to identify areas with substantial nongame resource 

values. At the same time, a system is needed which will monitor chanr;es in 

habitat quality and quantity in order to identify significant trends in 

habitat availability which in turn may influence wildlife resource 

availc:ibil i ty. 

~.0condly, information on the demands citizens place upon the nongame 

resource - both the species and their habitats - is needed. rocumentation 

of wildlife-associated recreation at the national level (IJ.~.Dep. Inter. 

1GR?b) , has only recently focused upon both the consumptive and 

nonconsumpti ve user . Within Minnesota, the SCORP (State C',omprehensi ve 

Outdoor Recreation Plan) datri base attempts to summarize citizen demands for 

outdoor recreation at the state level but c:wain, little emphasis is placed 

on ~eneral wildlife observation and enjoyment. 

Thirdly, wildlife professionals need data on the economics of wildlife 

so that the values of the resource are recognized and protect~ci in naturRJ 

resource planning and lcmd management decisions. The decision makers -

lf~gisl ators, p;overnmPnt officials, the coroorate community - all de81 in and 

understcmd monetary vcilues. 1f'Then economic values for wildlife are 

estabJisherl it will he possible to communicate more effectively with thesP 

people. That wildlife has value is not disputed. It is the extent of this 

vaJue that must be delineated. Tnformation on the posit.ive economic v01ue 

of \,1i1dlife in ~~inne~ota has so far not been we11 documented. 

The mrJjor cm~se for the l8cl< of information is that traditional funding 

sources have not been available to support basic research and inventory on 

anything other than F~arne species. Unfortunately, nongame species rarely 

bc-nP.fit from research and inventory projects designed for game species. 

Monies recently available through Sec. 6 of the EndanRered Species Act of 
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Fl71 have been inadequate, often difficult to obtain, and directed Rt 

federally listed endangered or threatened species. The ~MP h8S recei verl 

some Sec. A funds but the majority of monies coming to Minnesota have gone 

to support research and management of the timber wolf. 

Cooperative afSreements between the U.S. Fish anrl Wildlife Service c:ind 

individual states with official lists of state endan~ered and threatened 

speciPs provide additional funding for research and inventory work on ~tate 

listed species. Minnesota developed its first official list of endanRered 

and threatened species in 19fUI and, therefore, has not yet been the 

recipient of any of these monies. 

If efforts to acquire essential ecological and economic data are not 

taken, program staff, as well as other professionc:il biologists, wi11 be 

limited in their ability to address major resource issues that pertain to 

nongame wildlife. There are continuing demands to evaluate how propose<i 

develoµnent projects may impact sensitive .or critical species. Pecause of 

inadequate information, comments are frequently limited to very gener~l 

observations based on the assumption of large-scale Alterations to the 

habitat. The ability to suggest changes in a project that might mitigate 

ne~ative impacts to species of concern is usually minimal. Nevertheless, 

numerous projects are reviewed each week. 

This problem is f~rther exacberated by the fact that review and 

mitigation procedur0s for many proposed deveJopment projects are based on 

the USFWS Hahitat Fvciluation Procedures (HEP) (!J.S. rlep. Tnter. 1().80). One 

of the key ingredients consirlered in the mitigation process delineated by 

HF.P is the economic value of the resource. Until the ecolof,ic81 

significance and/or citizen interest in species can be converted to economic 

values, potential opportunities to benefit the nongame resource are being 
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lost. 

f)0cisions regarding acquisition and habitat management for nong8me 

speciPs are Aquc:illy hamper~d by the absence of essential data. llahitat 

acquisition is considered an important tool in wildlife conservation but it 

can be expensive (see Wildlife Habitat Issue). Given the limited financial 

r~sources of state 8nd federal natural resource ar.encies it is critical· that 

the data necessary to make informed decisions are available. Once a tract 

that provicies critical habitat for species is acquired, agencies may still 

lack the information they need to properly manage it for the species' 

benefit. 

nne of the principal objectives of the Minnesota Mongame Wildlife 

Prop;r;im must be the development of an effkient anci effective stratE~gy to 

acquire essential rPsource data. Many other agencies and orp;anizations also 

are committPd to acquiring information on sensitive or critical non8ame 

sp~cies and it is necessary that efforts be coordinated to avoid duplication 

8nd insure the most efficient use of limited funds. 

~ubstRntial efforts to resolve the various aspects of this issue 

already hnve been made by the ~1innesotr~ Department of Natural Resources 8S 

well ss by other statA, federal, county and private organizations. 

its inception in 1Q77, the Nongame Wildlife Program has emphasized the need 

for expanded inventory and field research projects. Prior to 10P1, field 

P.fforts were directeci at so1iciting cooperation from volunteers c=icross the 

st;:1t<-:: t(J rPport observations of uncommon wildlife species and to assist in 

invPntories of special interest. Over the years, maore than 170 volunteers 

had contributed r;f)q observations of uncommon nongame species (Henderson, 

197~~). This system continues in operation today. 

Emphasis also was pJaced on soliciting volunteer help to collect 
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distribution and abundance information on several conspicuous species of 

special interest: the Common Loon, ~andhi 11 Crane and colonial waterbirrls. 

The loon was chosen because of its public appeal and its sensitivity to 

human disturbance, changing water levels and nest site availability which 

make it a valuable indicator of Minnesota's c=iquatic Pnvironment. nver ?,'100 

loon observation cards have been submitted and transcribed i.nto a computer 

file in the past five years. A thorough analysis of the information is' 

scheduled for 1G8~. The data have served principally to help delineate the 

statewide distribution of surrmering loons (Henderson 107%, Hirsch and 

Henderson F1RO). The project, as currently designed, cioes not provide an 

effective or valid indication of population size or statewide nestinr, 

success. 

The popu1ation of the Sandhill Cranes has declined precipitously in 

Minnesota during the century as new farm technology has made it more 

feasible to convert once marginal lands into proqucti ve farmland. These 

trends led to the initiation of another observation card program from 1077 

through Jq70 which clocunented the presence of two separate concentrations of 

cranes in the state and a seasonal shift in the cranes' utilization of 

different hahitats (Henderson 1q7R). 

Perhaps the most extensive inventory effort by the Nongame Wildlife · 

Program to date has been the solicitation of data on Minnesota's colonial 

waterbirds - herons, egrets, cormorants, grebes, gulls and terns. All these 

species are of particular interest because of their visibility and because 

of their vulnerability to habitat destruction due to their habit of nesting 

in colonies. These factors led to the initiation of a statewide inventory 

of colonial waterbirds. 

Private citizens C1nd resource agency personnel submit records 
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documenting the location, size and species composition of known colonies. 

As of 1980, a total of 342 colonies (active and inactive) had been reported 

across the state (Henderson and Hirsch 1980). Three years later the data 

files contain records for 455 active and inactive colonies (Mn. Dep. Nat. 

Resour. 1984b). The increase is a reflection, primarily, of more intensive 

efforts to compile data on select species - particularly gulls. The 

location of all sites are mapped and coded in the Natural Heritage Program's 

database. Although it is not yet a complete survey of waterbirds, the 
a 

project has served to carefully document the distribution, abundance and 

status of many species. Another major source of data on nongame species in 

Minnesota is the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service's Breeding Bird Survey 

(Henderson 1984). 

All of these projects have made important contributions to knowledge of 

the distribution and abundance of many nongame species. Yet, substantial 

improvements in each of these efforts are necessary if they are to continue 

an important aspect of the Nongame Wildife Program's species inventory. 

Future project time must place a priority on evaluating and re-designing 

these efforts to improve the consistency in volunteer efforts and the 

statistical design of the surveys. 

'Ihese inventory projects were the major focus of the early efforts of 

the Nongame Wildlife Program. Research, on the other hand, was limited 

prior to the availability of checkoff funds. Some federal monies were 

available to support an investigation of potential lead toxicity in Bald 

Eagles migrating through the Lac qui Parle Wildlife Management Area in 

west-central Minnesota (Hennes in prep., Bengtson in prep.). 

Expanded nongame checkoff funds, first available during 1981, were used 

to support research on rock voles in Cook County (Daniels 1981), a statewide 
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amphibian survey (Nehl 1982), and a great gray owl nesting platform study 

(Loch 1982). The major effort with regard to research, however, was 

designing an expanded and comprehensive research and inventory program that 

began with the 1982 field season. 

One important undertaking was the develoµnent of a small grants 

program. The objective was to establish a permanent funding source to 

encourage the initiation of inventory and research projects on Minnesota's 

nongame fauna. In 1982, twenty proposals were received. Nine proposals 

received full or partial support. In 1983, nineteen proposals were 

subnitted and 10 received full or partial support. Twenty-eight proposals 

were received in 1984. Among the projects being funded are an investigation 

of the response of nongame birds to aspen management for Ruffed Grouse 

(Fouchi in prep.), the develoµnent of a guide to the study of amphibians and 

reptiles in Minnesota (Karns in prep.), and an investigation of the effects 

of prairie management on nesting birds (Johnson in prep.). 

Also in 1982, the NWP, with advice from Minnesota's Endangered Species 

Technical Advisory Committee, initiated four major inventory and research 

projects focusing on species needing irrmediate attention. Among birds, the 

Piping Plover was most in need of attention. Proposed develoµnent at 

Duluth's Port Terminal threatened the survival of a population already at a 

dangerously low level. Furthermore, a small concentration of plovers at a 

site at Lake of the Woods (20 pairs) was in need of study because of its 

significance as the largest remaining population among the Great Lakes 

States. In 1982, a major research study on the plover population was 

initiated through a contract with researchers at the University of 

Minnesota. (Cuthbert and Wiens 1982, 1984). At the same time the Nongame 

Wildlife Program, in collaboration with the Arrowhead Regional Develoµnent 
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Corrmission, began monitoring and management work in Duluth Harbor designed 

to benefit both plovers and common terns (Met. Int. Comm. 1983). 

The top priority among Minnesota's herpetofauna was the initiation of a 

study to delineate the distribution and abundance of Minnesota's rarest 

lizard, the Five-lined Skink (Eumeces fasciatus). Known from only a few 

collections near the town of Granite Falls, the Minnesota population 

appeared to be located several hundred miles from the main range of the 

species. An intensive one-year study was conducted in 1982 (Lang 1982, 

1983) • 

Overall, occurrence data for many members of Minnesota's herptofauna is 

limited. Few accounts have been published since Reptiles and Amphibians in 

Minnesota was published (Breckenridge 1944). 'Ihe Nongame Wildlife Program 

also contracted with Dr. Lang in 1983 to compile all the occurrence records 

since 1944. 'Ihis was considered the first step leading to the eventual 

publication of a new account on Minnesota's reptiles and amphibians. 

In 1981 , two bat species were under consideration by the Endangered 

Species Technical Advisory Committee for inclusion on the state list -

Keen's myotis and the eastern pipistrelle. Little was known about these and 

five other bat species native to Minnesota. To address this problem, a 

major three year study, focusing on a delineation of the distribution and 

abundance of bats in southeastern Minnesota, particularly winter 

hibernacula, was initiated (Birney in prep.). A second phase of the study 

which may begin in 1985 will focus on bats which are concentrated primarily 

in northern Minnesota • 

.Additional documentation of the occurrence of most nongame fish also 

was considered a priority. A major stream survey begun in 1971 and directed 

by the University of Minnesota, in collaboration with the Department's 
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Section of Fisheries, was designed to document the native fish fauna in 

Minnesota's riverine habitats, most of which ere nongame species. 

Unfortunately, due to budget cuts in the late '70's, the project was 

prematurely terminated. The Nongame Wildlife Program, in collaboration with 

the Section of Fisheries, re-initiated this important project in the 1983 

field season. Following a second field season in 1984, publication of an 

atlas of Minnesota fish is anticipated. 

Major projects in 1984 include a field investigation of wood turtles 

(in cooperation with the Minnesota Chapter of The Nature Conservancy), 

design of a statewide frog survey, and an investigation of the habitat 

requirements of sensitive bird species in Minnesota's peatlands in 

cooperation with the Department's Division of Minerals. 

The nongame wildlife resource is broad in scope and the Department of 

Natural Resources is not the only agency with responsibilities for its 

protection and preservation. Numerous federa+, state and county agencies 

and private organizations also are directed by mandates pert9ining to 

nongame wildlife. Perhaps the most prominent among these is the U.S. Fish 

and Wildlife Service. The Endangered Species Office of the USFWS has direct 

responsibility for coordinating activities pertaining to all ~ed~rally 

listed species as well as candidates for federal listing. Another important 

activity of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service that pertains to the nongame 
I 

resource is their resource planning effort (U.S. Dep. of Inter. 1983). As a 

part of this process, species of special emphasis have been designated at 

both the national and regional level. Several of the species, such'as the 

Common Tern, Trumpeter Swan and Great Blue Heron, are of special interest to 

the State as well. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has also sponsored 

studies on the economic values of wildlife and on citizen demand for 
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wildlife (Kellert 1980, U.S. Dep. Inter. 1982b). Specific and 

canprehensive information for Minnesota is not currently available however. 

Major efforts to monitor, inventory and cnduct applied research on numerous. 

nongame species by the North Central Forest Experiment Station and the 

Chippewa and Superior National Forests (U.S. Dep. of Agriculture, U.S. 

Forest Service) are also contributing to our knowledge of the Minnesota 

resource. 

There is subsequently, a need to publicize the results of such studies 

among the public, governmental agencies, and legislators. There is also a 

need to incorporate the economic values of wildlife for use in cost/benefit 

analys~s and mitigation assessments. Preliminary efforts in this regard are 

urderway in conjunction with the Habitat Evaluation Procedure (HEP) of the 

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (U.S. Dept. of Inter. 1980). 

At the state level, the Department's Divison of Minerals has been very 

active in initiating major research and inventory projects on nongame 

wildlife. The Regional Copper-Nickel study spurred a myriad of resource 

studies within a nearly 600 square mile area (Minn. St. Plan. Agen. 1979). 

The potential for peat mining in north central Minnesota prompted other 

resource investigations during the late 1970's. Both projects have added 

substantially to the knowledge and understanding of natural resources in the 

northern half of the state. Some monies continue to be available to fund 

applied research pertaining to peatland reclamation and its implications for 

wildlife. 

The Department's Division of Forestry also actively collects 

inform9tion pertinent to the nongame resource. The Division's Phase I and 

Phase II inventories of the State's forest resource are an important source 

of data on the distribution, quantity and quality of forest cover types. 
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When completed, Phase II may serve as a system for monitoring trends in 

forest habitat availability on public lands. For other habitats, no such 

monitoring system currently exists. The Natural Heritage Program's (Division 

of Fish and Wildlife) inventory of rare native plant corrmunities, such as 

virgin mesic prairies, oak-savannas, and old-growth northern hardwoods is 

another valuable source of habitat data pertinent for nongame management. 

The Natural Heritage Program also maintains the computerized distribution 

records on the state's endangered, threatened and species concern .$pecies. 

Numerous other groups within the Department of Natural Resources (e.g., 

the Division of Parks and Recreation, the Section of Ecological Services and 

the Section of Fisheries) as well as other state agencies (e.g., the 

Department of Transportation, the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency and the 

Minnesota Zoo) also are involved in projects or concerns that in many 

instances provide information on the nqngame resource (Mn. Dep. Nat. 

Resourc. 1983b). For example, the Minnesota Land Management Information 

Center within the State Planning Agency maintains a data base of general 

land use and natural resource data - the Minnesota Land Management 

Information System (MLMIS) • 

Notable among county efforts is that by the Hennepin County Park 

Reserve District. Inventory and species restoration projects at each of 

their large preserves in the seven county metropolitan area have added 

significantly to understanding the resource in this area. 

Private and/or non-profit conservation groups as well as public 

institutions are important groups whose actions may be aimed directly at 

helping to resolve the need for more data. Most active among the private 

groups have been the Minnesota Chapter of The Nature Conservancy. They have 

been involved with habitat acquisition for rare or sensitive species but 
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recently have moved in the direction of species restoration and inventory 

efforts as well. 

Private conservation groups such as the Minnesota Audubon Council, the 

Minnesota Ornithologists' Union and, most recently, the Minnesota 

Herpetological Society, are also important in promoting interest in and 

knowledge of the norigame resource. Among public institutions, the numerous 

state .universities and colleges, as well as the Bell Museum of Natural 

History and the Science Museum of Minnesota, are all important groups 

addressing this issue. 

Certainly the progress made in resolving this issue, particularly since 

checkoff funds became available, has been substantial. Nevertheless, the 

tasks that remain are numerous. 

With over 400 species of vertebrate nongame species alone for which the 

NWP is responsible, tour points become irrmediately clear. First, the NWP 

cannot possibly collect pertinent data on all the species. Staff and 

revenue are limited resources and need to be directed towards the most 

critical wildlife resources first. Because field research and inventory 

projects are costly, a method needs to be instituted to establish priorities 

for research in balanace with othe Program functions. Secondly, the issue 

and problem of inadequate data is not exclusive to the Nongame Wildlife 

Program. It impedes the progress of numerous agencies and organizations 

charged with conserving the wildlife resource. Because of the financial and 

personnel constraints that limit each group's actions, it is essential that 

all cooperate in efforts to generate the necessary information. Thirdly, 

research efforts should, in part, be applied and designed to identify and/or 

test management techniques. Forth, research results must be published so 

that information is available for use by all people interested in its 
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application. 

An effort to establish species priorities in the Nongame Wildlife 

Program has begun. The top priority is the Department's legal 

responsibility to protect those nongame species on Minnesota's official list 

of endangered, threatened and special concern species. Nearly two years of 

work by the Endangered Species Technical Advisory Committee, comprised of 

some of the most knowledgeable experts in the State, went into the 

development of this list.(Mn. Dep. Nat. Resour. 1983c). 1he result is a 

list of Minnesota species in the critical need of attention~ Studies of the 

piping plover, five-lined skink, bats and wood turtles have all been 

selected because of their state status. Work on these and other listed 

species will continue. 

P.eyond a consideration of endangered and threatened species, all 

agencies and organizations are confronted with a problem of selecting 

priority species. In the past few years several attempts have been made to 

design an objective system to assist in the dec'ision-making process (Neimi 

1982). All the methods share several features including an assessment of a 

species' current abundance, historical abundance, general distribution, 

degree of threat and critical needs. 

other agencies or organizations have included non-biological criteria 

as well, evaluating components of the species' public appeal and economic 

value (Landry 1979, N.D. Game and Fish 1982, Nye 1981). 1hese and otq~r 

methods should be reviewed and evaluated by the Minnesota Nongc;lme Wildlife 

Program with the goal of selecting or developing a system for Minnesota to 

aid program personnel select additional species of special emphasis. 

In addition to selecting additional species for emphasis it is 

important that sane measures are taken to monitor species. Without baseline 
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data that reflects general population trends, it is impossible to select 

priorities. It has been stated that "a nongame program that provides for 

continyal monitoring of the nongame resource is by far the best endangered 

species program a state can have." (Odum 1982) • 

Some established monitoring devices are already available, for example 

Christmas Bird Counts and U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service Breeding Bird 

Survey Routes. 'Illese alone may not be sufficient for birds. Monitoring 

methodology is currently not available for small mammals, reptiles, 

amphibians or fish. Establishment of periodic surveys may not be the only 

means of monitoring these species. Monitoring the "health" and/or 

availability of the habitats they depend on, or selecting indicator species, 

also are possibilities. The challenge ahead is to decide what to monitor 

and how to most efficiently and effectively accomplish the monitoring. 

In addition to selecting species priorities and baseline monitoring 

techniques, the NWP needs to review the major habitat management actions 

that are currently employed in Minnesota and assess their impacts or 

benefits to the nongame wildlife resource. For example, both forest 

management and wetland management practices are widely applied. How do they 

affect nongame wildlife? If they result in negative impacts to sensitive or 

critical species, how can those impacts be lessened? 

The NWP also needs to ask what priorities are being developed by other 

agencies and how it can most effectively cooperate to attain similar goals. 

A broader discussion of this need is discussed in the Coordination Issue. 

Opportunities to Resolve the Issue: 

1. The NWP should encourage and coordinate with other agencies, 

organizations or individuals conducting research or compiling 

data on nongame species or on matters of concern to the nongame 
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resource. 

2. Identify the most effective and efficient combination of manpower 

and dollars available to conduct the studies and implement the 

findings. 

3. Seek guidance from other state agencies, 'the U.S. Fish ahd 

Wildlife Service and other organizatibns on 'the most effective 

survey, census and monitoring procedures and where practical 

coordinate programs to avoid duplication of effort. 

4. Remain informed regarding all field nongame studies being conducted 

in Minnesota. 

5. Develop guidelines and procedures which define priority species 

and management activities. 

6. Design and implement inventory and monitoring programs to 

provide baseline data for determinations of status or 

management needs of species of concern in Mirinesota. 

7. Encourage modification of Phase I and Phase II inventories 

to provide more useful wildlife habitat data. 

8. Participate in the State Planning Agency's update of MLMIS 

land use data base to assure that information on statewide 

habitat will be available. 

9. Formulate programs of applied research to examine effects of 

various land management practices or natural resource utilization 

programs on nongame species and their habitats. 

10. In cooperation with other agencies, initiate and fund more 

forestry and wildlife research projects on the long-term 

effects of timber and game management on forest ecosystems. 

11. Every effort should be made to publish findings in both a 
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professional and popular manner as appropriate. 

12. See opportunity 13 on page 18. 
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DATA M/\NACEMENT 

Issue Statement: NONGAMF SPFCTES INFORMATION MANAGE~ENT AND NONGAME WTLDLTFF 

PROGRAM ADMINISTRATION REOUIRF A C~IESIVE AND ACCESSTBLE DATA SYSTEM 

COMPATIRLF. WITH OTHER Nl\TUnAL RESOURCE DATA RASES. 

Coincident with the Non~;lrne ~ . .Vildlife Program's mar;date to preserve and 

protect the nongame resource is the need to efficiently manage information. 

Pertinent biological and economic data describing the resource must be 

well-organized and readily accessible to the public and resource mana~ers in 

order to enhance their capability to make informed decisions. Equally 

important is the need to properly manage inform8tion describinr, the 

financial and personnel resources of the ~MP to insure that Non8ame Wildlife 

Program goals are attained in the most efficient and effective manher 

possible. 

Discussion: There are three major aspects to the issue of information 

management. First and perhaps most obvious is the short-term need to 

address how the Nongame Wildlife Program should manar;e data that it alrendy 

has acquired. Over the past few years, several projects to gather 

information describinp; the distribution c:ind abunciance of numerous nongame 

species have been initiated (~Re Data Acquisition Issue). The green slip 

observation card pror,ram, the colonial waterbird survey and the CoqJmon Loon 

survey are all efforts in this direction. Until recently, most of these 

data were organized and maintained in manual files. 'w'hen the Nonp;ame 

Wildlife Program was initiated in 1977, a manual system of organiz~tion was 

expedient and sufficient. Before long, however, literally hundreds of 

records began to 8ccumulate and efforts to keep them all efficiently 
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orGrinfzed and accessible became difficult. Wide-ranr,ing support from 

~umerous volunteers (including private individuals and state and federal 

DRency personnel) to conduct a variety of field surveys helped to increase 

the bank of biological resource data in the early years of the program. 

~hort1y thereafter, the Nongame Wildlife Program experienced exponential 

~rowth when the tax checkoff legislation was passed. The increase in 

funci ing revenues made C'lV Dilable through U e checkoff fund made it possible 

to hire six new staff. Four of these new positions ore now loc2ted in field 

offices outstate Hhere they spend a significant amount of time conducting 

survey. work, thereby generc-Jting additional new data. The Nonp:FJme Wildlife 

Program's efforts to manage, analyze, interpret, summarize and disseminate 

resource information has not kept pace with its ability to gather new data. 

The question of how to manage data that the Program already has 

acquired applies equally well to administrative information, for example 

incoming revenues, expenditures and time commitments of staff personnel. M1 

annuDl budget of $60n,ooo seems considerable, yet is relatively small 

considering the broad scope of the lJonr; c:1me Wild 1 ife Pro8r am' s 

responsibilities. In order to make wise decisions regarrling the proper 

~llocation of monies and personnel, staff must have the capability to 

evaluate both the direct and indirect costs of program actions. 

Furthermore, what is the cost benefit to the resource realized by a project? 

Th0 ability to determine these values is essential to the 1.ong-term 

operAtion of the Mongame Wildlife Program. Much of this information already 

is availc:ible in a variety of formats but now needs to be compiled and 

organized in a manner that will facilitate decision-making. 

The second major aspect of the issue of information rnanar:sement is a 

1ong-term need to consider how the Nongame Wildlife Program Hill manage data 
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that will be acquired as a consequence of developing new inventory 8nd 

research projects. In many respects, addressing this long-term need is 

preferable to addressing the short-term need of manar,ing information already 

on hand. Because an important aspect of designing field.projects is taking 

into account how the data will be summarized and interpreted, such 

considerations can and should influence project design. Initially 

incorporating these concerns enhances the overall utility and quality of 

research or inventory efforts. When these considerations are not taken· into 

account many unnecessary constraints may be imposed on the Program"' s ability 

to properly manage the information at a later date. 

The Mongame Wildlife Program's colonial waterbird survey exemplifies 

this problem. Since it began collecting data in 1977, information on over 

450 nesting sites has been gathered, both from field records and published 

accounts. ~~ore than five years of data is available for many of these 

sites, including counts or estimates of active nests and breeding pairs for 

each species nesting in the colony. Currently all this information is 

maintained in extensive manual files that continue to grow. Furthermore, 

the datu itself is plagued with numerous reportinr, inconsistencies, caused 

in part by inadequate instructions and standards for conducting the surveys. 

Such problems have made it extremely difficult to either analyze, summarize 

or computerize the informc1tion. Ffforts are now underway to develop (".Jn 

information management system designed to efficiently handle this data base. 

Because of these types of problems, it is essential that the Nongame Prop;ram 

consider data management needs in conjunction with developing long-range 

strategies to address the Issue on Data Acquisiton. 

Finally, the third aspect of this issue is the need for the Nongame 

Wi1d1ife Program to develop a system compatible with other computerized data 
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bases (MLMIS, Phase I and Phase II inventories) and with secondary sources 

of resource information that other investigators have collected or are now 

in the process of collecting. Considerable information already is available 

on many nongame species, often in published reports and journals. It is a 

major task to sort through and compile sources that are pertinent to a 

knowledge and understanding of the resource. For example, numerous 

computerized library search services are now available to aid in this 

process. Despite the availability of such services and their potential 

value,' it is essential that the Nongarne Wildlife Program first understand 

what is information is needed and, consequently, how it will be mana~ed. 

The same holds true for resource data currently being collected by other 

agencies and institutions. Should the Non~ame Wildlife Program serve as a 

repository that will centralize statewide nongame resource information? Or, 

insteud, should the Program only serve its own information management needs 

and refer inquiries regardin~ data that the Program doesn't maintain to 

other resource people? An important factor in selecting the appropriate 

strr:itegy is to assess not only the needs of the Nongame Wildlife Pro~ram 

rep;arding resource data but the needs of the entire Division of Fish and 

Wildlife and other Divisions within the Department as well. 

Some preliminary steps already have been taken towar<i resolution of 

this issue. Perhaps the most significant action has been the incorporation 

of selrct nonflame wildlife resource data into the Minnesota Natural ~eritage 

Program's dc:Jta base. The Natural Heritage data base is an integrated system 

of map, manual, and computer files designed to catalog individual 

occurrences of rare species and natural features throughout the state. The 

files grew from the recognition that there was a need to develop and 

maintain a centralized source of ecological information. &1ch a data base, 
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it was felt, would help insure that important natural areas were protected 

and that public and private develoµnent projects would have the most 

up-to-date information available from which to plan. 

The Minnesota Natural Heritage Program was established in January 1979, 

as a cooperative effort between The Nature Conservancy and The Minnesota 

Department of Natural Resources. Now one of 35 state Matural l-leritar;-€ 

Programs, it has become permanently established within the Department's 

Di vision of Fish and Wildlife. Data that the Nongame Wildlife Program hqd 

collected describing the location, status and approximate size of over 'ISO 

heron colonies in the state are catalogued in the computer and map files of 

the data base (details regarding the numb~r of nesting pai~s per species 

each year in the colony are maintained manually), as is occurrence 

information on nearly all of the currently listed state endangered, 

threatened, and special concern wildlife speqies. The cooperative transfer 

of data between the Nongame Wildlife and Matµral: Heritage Proe;rams, 

progressed to the point that in 1981 the Nong,arne. iWildlife Program 

incorporated the Heritage Zoologist position onto its full-time staff. One 

of the primary responsibilities of the zoologist position is to insure that 

information on rare nongame species catalogued in the Natural Heritage data 

base is continually maintained and up-dated. 

Despite its ability to effectively manage important data for some rare 

species and natural features, the Heritage data base does not provide a 

solution to all the data management needs of the Nonr,ame Wildlife Program. 

Recause it is a geographic-based information system it is limited to 
; 

efficiently cataloguing geographic information describing a species' 

occurrence, (e.g., the section township, and range). Detailed information 

describing the historical distribution, reproductive success, as annual 
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population size of a species, cannot be efficiently managed by the data 

system. For example, data describing the r~eographic location of each 

waterbird colony has been added to the Heritage information system. 

However, the extensive data describing the species composition and nesting 

success in each colony are incompatible with the data base. A new system 

will be developed that permits efficient organization, retrieval and 

analysis of the information. There is a similar problem with data collected 

from the volunteer observation program for Common Loons. An assortment of 

informatiOn describinr; the presence or 8bsence of loons on a lake, their 

nesting success and factors that may disturb the birds also are incompatible 

with the Heritage data brise and now are coded into a data file specifically 

for loons. 

Another general need that is not met by the Natural Heritage data base 

is manar;ement of information summarizing habitat requirements, food habits, 

populCJtion dynamics, state and national distribution, etc. for both common 

and r<:we species. Although the statewide distribution data for rcire species 

is Pffectively orp;cinized by the Heritage system, the data base is extremely 

cumbersome for use with common species. The first challenge that confronts 

the Non~ame Wildlife Program is to assess which of these data are important 

to maintain in a datc:i system. Discussion of the importance of carefully 

~ssessing this need was presented in the Data Acquisition Issue. 

Jn the past 10-15 years numerous data management information systems 

for wildlife have been developed. Perhaps the one most widely in use today 

is the "Procedure for Describing Fish and Wildlife", designed by the Enstern 

Enerr;y and Land Use Team of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. Procedure 

pruvictes a method for orr;anizing and describing state fish and wildlife 

information in a standard, consistent manner. Information describing each 
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species taxonomy, distribution, legal status, habitat associations, food 

habits, manar,ement needs as wel1 as a wide variety of other data are coded 

into the files. The entire system is designed to provide a readily 

retrievable source of up-to-date information for project planners, permit 

reviewers, resource managers, administrators, regulators and rese8rchers. 

In 1980, the Nongame Wildlife Program initiated develoµnent of the 

Procedure data base in ~·~innesota. Monies to support the work were provided 

through cooperative agreements with the U.S. Forest Service and the U.S. 

Fish and Wildlife Service. One full-time staff position was added to the 

program and funds were ear-marked for individual contractors. By the fall 

of 1982, however, further work was halted for sever(11 reasons. The forernost 

consideration was the rapid changes that were occurring in the Nongame 

Wildlife Program as a consequence of the new source of revenue. Coincident 

with this was the recognition that the Mongame Wildlife Program had some 

very specific data management needs (e.g., for colonial waterbirds Rnd 

loons) that were a high priority but for which the Procedure data bnse was 

not a solution. Furthermore, the expense of developing the data base into a 

useful decision-making tool, with accurate and current information, was 

high. 

Although the decision was made not to pursue develoµnent of the 

Procedure data base, the experience gave the Nongame Wildlife Program an 

opportunity to work with c:i computerized data base learning both its 

advantages and disadvantages. If, in the future, development of a 

comprehensive d3ta system is deemed a priority, "f\ Procedure for Describinr, 

Fish and Wildlife" should ar;ain be considered if it meets the needs of the 

Program and other potential users in the state and federal agencies. Again, 

the most important point is that the Nongame Wildlife Program first 
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carefully delineate its data management needs. 

Finally, actions necessary to resolve the administrative aspects of 

d.:ita management are still very preliminary. Only recently has this been 

recognized as an important part of program management. .l\t present, nongnme 

staff are recording the amount of time they spend each day on different 

program functions, such as public education, extension, survey and technical 

projects. A cost-accounting code also has been developed so that each 

pror;ram expenditure can also be coded to a particular function. Within the 

coming year it should be possible to generate nn accurate monthly report of 

each of the pro~ram's project costs. 

The challenge that lies ahead for the Nongame Wildlife Program is to 

establish an information management system that will provide support for all 

of the pror;ram' s functions, including resource management and strategic 

planning. Fundamental to the establishment of this system is the need to 

answer the simple question: "Wh~1t information is needed and why?" The 

answer will help determine the most appropriate means of data management. 

Opportunities to Resolve the Issue: 

1. An independently conducted Division-wide assessment of the need 

for computerized data management systems, including the needs of 

the Nongarne Wildlife Program and the Natural !Jeritar,e ProfSram 

would enhance the integration and coordination of such systems. 

Such an assessment should include input from lJSFWS and USFS. 

2. The Wildlife/Forestry Task Force and the Bureau of V.anagement 

~ystems should be requested to assist in the assessment and 

development of the Program's data management needs. 

< Define a mechanism for incorporating newly compiled field d8ta 

into the DNR environmental review process and the ndministrative, 
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legislative or management actions of appropriate public or private 

organizations. 

LI. Investigate the mechanisms and effectiveness of data manap;ement 

systems developed and existing outside the Division but within 

the state (Bell Museum of Natural History) or in other wildJ.ife 

management agencies around the nation. 

a) MAST systems - U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. 

b) Data star and report systems of Montana. 

c) Forplan - U.S. Forest Service. 

5. Insure that data management system selected is compatible with 

existing data systems within the DNR. 
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ENDANGERED AND THREATENED SPECIES 

Issue Statement: SOME OF MINNESOTA'S NATIVE SPECIES HAVE DECLINED IN NUMBER 

AND DISTRIBUTION AND ARE EXTIRPATED, ENDANGERED, THREATENED OR OF SPECIAL 

CONCERN. THERE IS A NEED TO IDENTIFY AND CONSERVE VIABLE POPULATIONS OF 

THESE SPECIES. 

Minnesotans' desire to maintain viable populations of all wildlife is 

reflected in Minnesota's statutes to protect endangered and threatened 

species. Facilitating the recovery of extirpated, threatened and endangered 

species and preventing the decline of populations of nongame species is 

considered by many to be the first priority of the Nongame Wildlife Program. 

An effective program to recognize, monitor, manage, protect and/or restore 

these species is needed to maintain Minnesota's natural diversity. 

Discussion: Managing rare species is an important component of responsible 

and balanced natural resource management. 1he federal government initiated 

both recognition and protection for endangered species through legislation 

developed in the late 1960's which culminated in the Endangered Species Act 

of 1973. The stated purpose of the Act is to provide a program for the 

conservation of endangered species and to protect the ecosystems upon which 

they depend. The cause of the endangered species problem is recognized as 

the result of economic growth and develoµnent proceeding with no 

consideration of the consequences to wildlife (Langer 1984). 

Additionally, the federal law (Sec. 6) authorizes the establishment of 

cooperative agreements between state wildlife agencies and the U.S. Fish and 

Wildlife Service for cost-share funding for management of federally listed 

species, provided that the state can show that it has an "adequate and 

active program" for the conservation of endangered and threatened species. 
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The purpose of these Sec.6 grants is to create incentives for states to 

increase efforts that lead to maintaining the national diversity of 'species 

(Langer 1984) • 

Following the federal example, Minnesota established legislation 

mandating state protection for endangered species in 1'971 and enetered into 

a cooperative agreement for endangered animals in 1979. Minnesota's sta'tute 

(97.488 Protection of Threatened and Endangered Species) has :been revised 

twice, once in 1974 and again in 1981. 

The state legislation designates the Commissioner 'Of the Department ·of 

Natural Resources as the responsible agent for the identification and 

management of Minnesota's endangered and threatened species. In addition, a 

Conmissioner's Order (No. 1901) regulating the taking, possession and 

disposal of endangered species was developed in 1974 and is currently being 

revised to reflect legislative changes made in 1981. This order serves as 

the Commissioner's policy executing the legislative mandate to designate and 

manage Minnesota's endangered and threatened species. 

Minnesota ' s law protects both plan ts and animals in one of three 

categories - endangered, threatened or special concern. The law provides 

that designation of species within these categories shall be accomplished 

through a listing process including public review, and that the designated 

species list shall be reevaluated every three years. 'Ihis listing process 

is similar to designated procedures mandated under federal law. 

The state law further provides that a volunteer technical committee of 

up to 30 individuals be appointed to assist in the establishment of this 

list and to make recommendations to the Commissioner of Natural Resources 

regarding restoration, recovery, habitat improvement and habitat protection 

for designated species. The Commissioner is authorized to develop 
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management programs that may include research, census, law enforcement, 

habitat acquisition and maintenance, propagation, live-trapping, 

transportation, and regulated taking. Finally, the law also permits 

exceptions to acts otherwise prohibited. It is these exceptions which fail 

to protect endangered species habitats that are the reason why Minnesota 

could not qualify for an unlimited endangered/threatened plant cooperative 

agreement between the state and the federal government. 

The first list of designated species became official in January 1984. 

It was developed by personnel of the Natural Heritage and Nongame Wildlife 

Programs working closely with the 30-member Endangered Species Techn1cal 

Advisory Corrmittee. A total of 287 native plants and animals have been 

listed: 57 species as endangered, 49 species as threatened and 181 species 

as special concern (Mn. Dep. Nat. Resour. 1983). 

The establishment of a state list is a great step forward. 'Ihe 

educational value of such a list is one of its most significant benefits. A 

state list acts as an early warning system, alerting natural resource 

managers and the public that certain species and the habitats they depend on 

are experiencing problems. These problems can then be addressed at a state 

level before they becane of concern at the national level. In this manner, 

the list serves as a critical guide for establishing priorities for both 

state and private management activities and conservation efforts. 

Preventing the decline of populations of native species is seen by many 

as the first priority of wildlife management. It is certainly less 

expensive than subsequently attempting to restore populations of depleted 

species. Within the DNR, the Section of Wildlife coordinates the 

endangered species management effort. The Natural Heritage Program (with 

staff botanists) and the Nongame Wildlife Program (with a staff zoologist) 
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together maintain a computer-based data system on rare species in Minnesota. 

Staff scientists from all three programs are working to integrate the 

management needs of these species into ongoing practices of the. Divisions of 

Fish and Wildlife, Forestry, Parks and Recreation and other agencies. 

To date, the responsibli ty for developing a comprehensive strategy to 

conserve endangered species has not been assigned nor have the scope and 

goals of such and effort been defined. As these matters are addressed, it 

will be important to evaluate the efforts of others outside the DNR, 

including the Endangered Species Office of the U.S. fish and Wildlife 

Service, the Sensative Species Programs of the Chippewa and Superior Forests 

and the efforts of conservation groups such as The Nature Conservancy. The 

recent evaluation by Langer (1984) of endangered species conservation 

efforts in the upper Midewest has already developed much useful information 

in this regard . 

The process of identifying endangered and threatened species has 

already been established by legislative mandate. The issue facing the NWP 

is, therefore, one of determining how it can most effectively focus its 

activities to accomplish the inventory, monitoring, management or recovery 

needed by these listed species. Where should the NWP's emphasis be placed, 

particularly with regard to the efforts being expended by other groups and 

agencies? The formal system developed to guide allocation decisions at the 

federal level for both the recovery and listing of species may serve as a 

model for priority establishment. 

Opportunities to Resolve the Issue: 

1. Assign responsibility for coordination of the Department's 

endangered species effort including the definition of 

goals and scope of DNR' s commitment to endangered species 
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management. 

2. Develop a new Commissioner's Order that establishes DNR's policy 

relating to the interpretation of the revised Endangered Species 

Statute. 

3. Promote awareness and appreciation of listed species among 

other agency personnel and the general public, especially 

private landowners. Encourage understanding of causes for 

these species' declines and the remedial actions needed to 

restore populations. 

4. Develop a scheme of priorities that identifies groups of species or 

habitats needing attention. Cooperatively address these needs 

with other agencies which are similarly mandated to protect and 

manage these species. 

5. Monitor and manage species in order to prevent future declines and 

the listing of additional threatened or endangered species. 

6. Adopt cooperative agreements with nongame programs in adjacent 

states to manage endangered, threatened or special concern 

species. 

7. Develop Program actions which initiate or support qualified 

projects for the propagation, management, rehabilitaion or 

recovery of declining or extirpated species. 

8. Identify and implement legislative or policy changes needed 

to enable the State to qualify for a cooperative agreement 

for plants. 

9. Identify species which are in need of restoration, assess the 

feasibility and priority of such restoration and develop a 

long-term strategy for such actions. 
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1.~rTLDLTFE HABITAT 

Tssue Statement: THE M!\TNTENANCF: AND PERPETUATTON OF VrnnLE WTLDLTFF. POPIJL/\TTONS 

TS JEOPARDIZED RY THE CONVERSION, DEGRADATION, FRAGMENTATTON, AND CONTAMTNATTON 

OF WTLDLTFF HABITAT. 

Habitat protection has been a long standing issue and many agencies are 

involved in its resolution. To maintain and enhance representative and unique 

habitats for al1 wildlife species, there is a need to sustain existin~ habit8t 

management and protection programs and implement new actions that recognize 

nongame resource needs anrl continue to minimize the adv~rse effects of land use 

on wildlife habitats. 

Discussion: Minnesota's position in the heart of the continent where three major 

biomes converge endows the state with a wide variety of wildlife habitats. 

Consequently, wildlife species diversity is unparallelerl in the upper Midwest. 

Man's use of the lands and natural resources of the state have altered these 

habitats, creating many of the present problems in wil01ife conservation, 

particularly habitat preservation. The specific land use actions and thefr 

consequences for the wildlife resource in Minnesota have previously been 

discussed (Mn. Dep. ~·!at. Resour. JC)P,lb). 

Tn Minnesota, certain wildlife habitat types are at the present time b~tter 

protected than other types because of their location in the state or because of 

their value for certain wildlife species. The peat bogs of the north c:md prairie 

potholes of the west illustrate thesr-:> situations. The peat bogs remain largely 

intact because attempts to convert t'1em for agricultural use failed due to cold 

climatic conditions and sriturated soils. Prairie potholes, though p;reatly 

diminished in numbers and acreage, remain a sizeable habitat component in 
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,Minnesota because of concerted acquisition programs on the part of the st8te and 

federal government to protect habitat for waterfowl resulted in the protection of 

a sizeable remnant of this more extensive habitat type. Many other habitat 

types, however, have been almost totally convPrted to other uses or lost because 

of manap.;ement practices on private and public lands. For example, native prnirte 

has been converted to agricultural land in the south central and southeastern 

part of the state with vesUges remaining for the most part only on railroad 

rights-of-way. In southwestern and northwestern Minnesota, native prairie 

habitat may still be found as isolated parcels on the beach ridges or rougher 

land where draughty soils ancl topography offer limited potential for cropping. 

lbwever, intensive grazinR of these areas has severely degraded the native 

prairie plant communities reducing their utilization by wildlife. On the wettP.r 

soils associated with northwestern Minnesota, the development of a strict fire 

prevention and suppression program has caused remnant prairie habitats to succeed 

to aspen and brush thickets. 

All wildlife has suffered because of such conversion, degradation and 

frar,mentation of habitats. Certain prairie species which once commonly occurred 

across the prairie biome now only persist in northwestern Minnesota. The marbled 

godwit an<i prairie chicken are gone from the southern Minnesota prairies due to 8 

lack of prRirie parcels of sufficient size or because the plant community 

structure h;::is changed due to livestock grazing Other species such as the piping 

plov0r, a bird requirin~ extensive sand beaches, have declined because th~ir 

habitat has bPen preempted by recreational use, Jake shore cabjns, industrial 

activities, and other non-compatible activities. 

Historically, habitat protection for wildlife consisted of hmd acquisition. 

The establishment of federal and state forests for timber management were among 

the first major actions which resulted, secondarily, in the protection of 
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wildlife habitat. This ha bi tat component, primarily in the northern part of the 

state, remains in public ownership todCly though the composition of the ori~inal 

forest communities has greatly changed. 

The next significant land acquisition effort, this time specifically on 

behalf of wildlife, involved the acquisition of fee and easement ownerships of 

prairie marshes in western .Minnesota through the Section of Wildlife's "Savf' the 

Wetlands Program" and by the U.S. Fish and Wildife ~rvice for Waterfowl 

Production Areas and national wildlife refuges. Though acquisition was specific 

for waterfowl, the network of protected wetlands and adjacent uplands has 

resulted in the perpetuation of numerous nongame species which otherwise would 

have been lost. SomP. wildlife species were lost when the habitat preserved did 

not meet the critical size necessary to continue viable breeding populations or 

did not contain all of the habitat characteristics necessary for a particular 

species. Subsequently, statewide protection of wildlife habitat through land 

3cquisition was initiated by the DNR's Section of Wildlife. While the prim8ry 

focus continues to be wetland protection, critical habitats for other wildlife 

are also being acquired. 

~aller efforts, focusing primarily on acquiring critical and disappearing 

lands for the purpose of protectinr; plant communities (habitats) were initiated 

in the mid 1960's and '70's. These efforts on the part of private nonprofit 

organizations such as The Nature Conservancy resuJted in the protection of 

substantial acreages of native prairie habitat. Thou~h the primary focus was 

protection of plant communities, the end result was also protection of wildlife 

habitat. Recent refinements in overall objectives by this organization and 

efforts by programs such as the DMR' s Natural Heritage and Scientific and Nntural 

Area Programs have resulted in the identification and acquisition of habitats 

critical to certain nongame species, plant species, and plant communities ranked 
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as statewide priorities. 

Four areas of value primarily for nongame species have been protected 

through public ownership as a result of efforts by NWP personnel with the 

cooperative financial and administrative assistance from the Di vi.sion of Fish and 

Wildlife's Game and Fish Fund, the Natural Heritage and Scientific and Natural 

Areas Programs, the Wildlife Heritage Foundation, and The Nature Conservancy. 

The Howard Lake heronry on Lamprey Pass WiA (Anoka Co.), She11ey Island in Cotton 

Lake (Becker C.o.) , and the common tern and piping plover nesting ha bi tat on 

Hearding Island (Duluth Harbor, St. Louis Co.) are consequently now administered 

as wildlife manap,ment arPas. Pine and Curry Islands in Lake of the Woods are 

administered as a Scientific anrl Natural Area, f1 designation attributatble to 

their utilization for nesting by the endangered piping plover. 

Nongame Wildlife Program personnel have evaluated numerous other parcels for 

nongame resource values and as potential aquisitions. Alternative measures have 

been implemented to protect the wildlife values on some of these tracts such as 

Egret Island now owned by The Nature Conservancy and Long Lake heronry posted by 

the rnm under Jandowner easement to prohibit trespass during the nesting season. 

Today there are approximatley 12 million acres of public land in Minnesota. 

Located predominantly in the northern part of the state, most of this property 

came into public ownership as a result of congressional land grants, extensive 

tax forfeitures, and the establishment of national forests in Minnesota. 

Approximately 065,000 acr~s of wetlands, located from southwestern Minnesota 

north to th~ Canadian border, represent the single largest acreage of acquired 

lands. This acquisition effort was possible because of dedicated funds rlerived 

from federal duck stamp monies and state small game hunting license surcharge and 

cigarette tax monies. 

Other public land acquistion in Minnesota has been primarily for state 
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parks, national and state forests, or for specific recreational activities. At 

the state level the public acquisition of lands for other than wildlife purposes 

was quite limited until 1975. At that time a public bonding program (Resource 

?onn) was implemented to fund the acquisition of lands for all important natural 

resource purposes. The Resource 2000 program has accelerated the acquisition of 

nautr;::il resource lands for wildlife habitat purposes. This effort has also 

refueled the controversy over public land ownership in Minnesota. 

As a result of the concern over public land ownership, the most recent 

legislation (Chapter 31p1, Session laws of 198?) authorizing the expenditures of 

bonding monies for land acquisition requires that exisiting state land, 

equivalent in acreage to the amount acquired, must be offered for sale. This 

type of legislation is based on an aversion to existing state land ownership and 

additional acquisition on the part of some legislators and some of their 

consituents. 

Acquisition has not been the only alternative for protecting wildlife 

hnbitat. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service protects some wetlnnds through an 

easement program. Legislative actions such as tax credits for native prairie and 

wetlands have postponed the destruction of certain wildlife hnbitats by plowing 

and draining, at least for the time being. In addition, the waterbank program 

administered by the DNR has set aside wetlands throur;h ten year easement 

agreements. 

Similarly, new laws regulating the discharge of toxic substances into the 

water, air, and land, while most times not targeted to perpetuate wildlife 

habitat, have the effect of li~iting negative impacts to remaining wildlife 

habitats. The exercising of State regulatory authority over water appropriations 

and over wetland drainage has also benefited wetland wildlife. National and 

state legislation mandating assessment of the environmental consequences of m8jor 
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development actions has been an innovative mechanism used to protect wildlife 

habitat when information is available to identify a site's significance for 

endangered, threatened and other wildlife resources. Too often, however, 

sufficient information on a specific site does not exist to assure comprehensive 

evaluation and considerr.~tion of its values for wildlife (See Jssue on Data 

Acquisition). 

The management of public lands is an important activity of tremendous 

consequence to wildlife habitat r:md hence to nongame species. As noted in Volume 

TT, state, federal, and some county governments employ professional managers 

whose sole purpose is the maintenance and enhancement of wildlife habitat. For 

the most part, these efforts have been directed to wildlife hDbitat enhancement 

within the constraints of state, federal, and county objectives relative to 

derivin~ economic returns from the vast majority of public lands (county, state, 

nrni federal forests). Such economic returns historicfally have been viewed as 

coming from timber resources, mineral resources, recreational 8ctivities and 

other resource commodities such as peat. \illhen wildlife enhancement on these 

lands was incorporated into forest management or other land use plans, it 

traditionally has been for game species. Tn the past, the manager.ient orientation 

on lcmds acquired specifically for wildlife habitat has also been primarily to 

benefit game species. 

Many nongame species have benefited from management actions carried out on 

public lands for forestry or traditional wildlife objectives. However, actions 

directeci to r;ame species havP. probably also had negative impacts on other nongame 

species because of the traditional emphasis placed on increasing edge and setting 

back successional stages of community types. 

This emphasis has shifted within the last ?S years as federal lands have 

come under comprehensive legal mandates to consider all wildlife needs as an 
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important part of the forest management thrust. Similarly, in the last few 

years, state forest land managers have developed comprehensive procedures to 

build wildlife needs (including nongame) into the states traditional land 

mana~ement programs (Mn. Dep. Nat. Re sour. l 9g?b) . Some county land management 

programs have hired professional wildlife personnel to give wildlife increasing 

emphasis in land management programs. The potential of such a comprehensive 

approach for the enhancement of wildlife habitat is vast ~nd the progress to date 

has been encouraging. Specific management activities undertaken by NWP personne'l 

and ~partment land managers to benefit nongame species hc=ive included such 

actions as the establishment of bluebird house trails, nest plateforms to restore 

a great blue heron rookery, prairie burning, and the creation and protection of 

nest sites for piping plovers and common terns. 

The maintenance and enhancement of wildlife h,abi tat is also facing numerous 

indirect threats to its existence. Degradation of ~pecific habitats such as 

northern son.water lakes from acid precipitation continues at an accelera,tin,f1i 

rate. The limited remaining habitats in the major agricultural zones are 

subjected to exposure to large amounts of pesticides, herbicides, and other toxic 

substances. Ground water in Minnesota, especially in the southern part of the 

state, is becoming increasingly contaminated with unknown consequences for 

wildlife resources. Lead shot contamination, with its dtre consequences to 

waterfowl, birds of prey and other wildlife, continues to negati v~ly impact 

wildlife resources while the need for national regulatory mechanisms to deal with 

it are downplayed. The relatively indiscriminate application of herbicides for 

weed control on land and water, and pesticide spraying for nuisances like 

mosquitoes annually take their toll on wildlife directly or through contamination 

of thP food chain and wildlife habitats. Exotic species, such as purple 

loosestrife, a European plant species, pose additional threats to certain 
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wildlife habitats. All of these threats are interrelated and cumulative. They 

are also technically complex and/or are politically sensitive because they 

involve important economic issues and/or human health and welfare considerations. 

Despite existing state and federal land use restrictions, environmental 

considerations and standards, and habitat acquisition programs, increasing 

amounts of wildlife habitat are degraded, lost or altered without consideration 

for wildlife species. Though public agencies can exP.rcise more control over 

activities on public la~ds, it is the private land base (753 of the total) where 

the least control occurs. Consequently, active habitat management on public 

lands and the continued acquisition of additional wildlife habitat, thou~h 

er i ti cal, wi 11 only go part way toward providing for the optimum in wildlife 

habitat. other alternatives such as comprehensive local land use zoning and 

planning, new legislative re~ulations, increased enforcement, landowner 

education, tax incentives, and private land management programs need to be 

identified, developed, and pursued. Cooperation with other county, state and 

federal programs needs to be strengthened and policies and guidelines need to be 

adopted for the management of public lands consistent with enhancing the future 

for wildlife species. 

Finally, an ignorance of the possible economic value of wildlife also 

contributes to habitat loss, degradation, and conversion for other purposes. 

Admittedly, powerful economic forces are at work on private l;mdowners, 

especially in the agricultural zone. l\s a result, many of these 1 andowner s wi 11 

not be 8ble to give consideration to wildlife. ~bwever, by being able to present 

wildlife in a favorable economic light, managers might provide just enough 

incentive to sway some landowners' attitudes. 

A review of the Nongame Wildlife Program's past acquistion nnd habitat 

m8nagement accomplishments reveals a nunber of important considerations which 
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must ~e addressed as the Program develops a strate~y to effectively contribute to 
I 

the efforts to maintain and enhance wildlife habitat. The Mongame Wildlife 

Progr~m itself cannot, nor should it be expected to acquire all parcels 6f 
1, 

significance to the nongame resouce in Minnesota. Given existing ncquistion 

prop;r~ms, perhaps other mm programs, federal ~gencie~, .. or private organizatibns 
I ' \ I ' i ' ' \ '\ ' l ' ' . I "\ I I '~' ' ' ' ' ~ ' I ' ' ', I ' ' I 

will ~cquire land necessary for the nongame resource. The most' ,important :r61e of 
I 

the rn4r relative to habitat protection may be to define the h8bitat heeds of 

prior~ty nongame speciest identify sites which require ·protectidh, and 

subseduently r.efer them to ,'o.~h~r!S :for protection in the public interest. Perhaps 
I . , \. , 1 : \ 

the Pr!ogram 's 1

role' shol118' ~elit~ ·anls~~r basic question~ 'Oh th.e needs of rare 
I l 

speciEis such as minimum acerqge requiretnents, etc .
1 

and to provide assistance with 

equiprrient, personnel, and money to see that all wildlife habitat is manap;ed to 

enhancle nongame species. The impact the NWP could ha·v. e in enhancing and 
!, 

proteqting habitat for nongame species may be greater if it concentrntes on 
I 

provi~ing this technical and m~agement assistance to exisiting land acquisition 
I 

progr~ms and land management agencies. 
I 

ljhe NWP needs to assess where the opportunity for sighificant improvement of 
I 

habit9t management and protection lies (on public or priv8te lands) and where the 
I ' I 

Progr,ms' efforts should be focused. For instance, are current nongame wildlife 

conse1vation efforts (including the NWP) paying enough attention to private 

habit~t loss and rlep;radation activities? The t·f!tJP needs to determine how it can 
I 

contribute ~n private lands relative to past wildlife habitat accqmplishments and 

the current activities of the ~.ectio'1 of Wilrllife and qther agenc~es. What 

percent of money and time should be devoted to such efforts given that there are 

no long term assurances that existing landowners will abide b~ the guidance 
I 

I 

provided? Should such an effort be tied to legislation simil 1fff to t.hc?t 
! 

authori zinr, private forest mana~ement? A major question conc~rns whether this 
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service should be available for all habitats or whether it should focus only on 

specific critical habitats for rare species. 

It is recognized that such technical assistance or acquisition referals may 

still not assure protection, as some sites may not meet the cri ter ir1 of other 

acquisition programs. In a few cases, therefore, it may be necessary for the 

Nongame Wildlife Program to initiate acquisition. Such actions should be on .c:i 

case by case basis and adhere to NWP acquisition guidelines yet to be 

established. 

Wildl ifefe is a product of the land. The challenge is to maintain more 

wildlife on less land. Depending on land ownership. two types of opportunities 

appear to exist. On public lands, land management and interagency coordination 

are of utmost importance. On private lands, techniques for habitat protection 

including technical assistance and landowner education, legislatively mandated 

land use regulations, and financial incentives are important opportunities. 

Opportunities to Resolve the Issue: 

1. Identify the location, quantity, and quality of habitats important for 

endangered, threatened, and special concern nongame species as well as 

other important habitats on a statewide basis. There is a need to monitor 

these habitats so as to be able to quickly respond to negative chan~es 

th8t may occur in these critical habitats. 

2. Coordinate the identification of these critical habitats by working more 

closely wi.th the establishment of field inventory priorities for Natural 

Heritage staff plant ecologists. 

~. EstabHsh criteria and procedures to guide NWP acquisition 

efforts. 

11. Facilitate or carry out the protection of key critical nongame wildlife 

h8bitats, focusing on those habitats for endangered, threatened or 
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special concern species through fee or easement acquisition or other 

protection techniques. 

5. Use the DNR and other agencies' environmental review processes and 

procedures to optimize input and alert developers on the 

significance of nongame species. Streamline the review process 

by focusing on alternatives and mitigation so as to enhance projects 

that are carried out. 

n. Consider a Wildlife Protection Act to establish state policy for the 

protection and enhancement of wildlife with legislative mandates to 

implement the pol icy. As a part of this policy effort, assess the 

legal mechanisms in other states that offer protection to wildlife 

and its habitats through land use planning regulations, tax incentives 

for habitat protection or enhancement, land retirement programs, and 

removal of financial subsidies that ultimately degrade wildlife habitat 

with the idea of seeking their implementation in Minnesota. 

7. Take the lead in promoting the adoption of the necessary regulations and 

commissioner's orders within the Department of Natural Resources to carry 

out all of the mandates of the state Endangered Species Act. 

P. Promote state legislation or regulation to further the control of 

toxic substances in the air and water, to deal with problems such 

as lead shot, and to preclude the introductions and/or propagation 

of exotic species into Minnesota. Further, promote the appropriate 

federal laws on toxic shot and acid precipitation. 

9. Promote the maintenance of a strong federal Endnngered Species Act, 

become an advocate for nongame appropriations under the Fish and 

Wildlife Conservation Act of 1980, develop working agreements with 

federal agencies concerning nongame species management on federal 
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lands. 

10. Develop and implement formal working agreements and guidelines with 

other lRno managP.ment agencies or DNR Divisions to provide direction 

and man8r;ement assistance (seasonal crews, equipment, and management 

funds) concerning nongame species habitat needs on public and private lanrls. 

11. Whenever possible, promote the implementation of an ecosystem appro8ch 

to natural resoucre lands management by linking lands under various 

ownerships through cooperatively designed and implemented 

acquisition and/or management plans. 

1?. Establish a technical services program that can advise private landowners 

or other agencies on public services (technical assistance guirlelines), 

subsidies available (tax credits), and protection mechanisms (leases, 

easements) to 1) avoid adverse actions which degrade or eliminate 

wildlife habitat or otherwise substantially threaten nongame wildlife 

popnlntions, :::>) mitigate unavoidable loss of habitats, and ~) improve 

existing ha bi tat, includin~ urban and backyard habitats and small woodlots. 

13. Develop, as a part of a broader public awareness program, educational 

materials to promote an understanding of the necessity of adequate 

habitat for maintaining wildlife populations. This effort should 

include information on the status of wildlife habitat 8nd what the 

public can do to positively influence attitudes on the retention and 

maintenance of wildlife habitat in their own community ano statewide. 

111. Investigate the applicability of the Habitat F.valuation Procedures or 

other procedures in order to establish the value of lands maintained 

as wildlife habitat. 

·p). Consirler the establishment of Demonstration Areas throughout the state 

which demonstrate good wildlife habitat management practices, particularly 

for woodlots and ar;ricul tural lancts. 
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NONGAMF. WTLDLIFE PROGRAM FlJNDTNG 

Issue Statement: THF. NONGAME WILDLIFE PROGRAM TS FPf/lNCF.D BY VOLUNTARY 

DONATTONS TO THE NONGAME WILDLIFE CHECKOFF FUND AND HAS GF.NERATF.D 

SIGNIFICANT SUPPORT FROM MINNESOTA CITIZEN~. LONG-TERM PROGRAM STAfHLTTY 

AND SUCCESS WILL DEPEND ON EXPANDED FUNDING TO INCLUDE ADDITIONAL REVENUE 

SOURCES. 

Except for some administrative support, the Nongame Wildlife Program is 

financed from a single source, citizen donations to the Nongame Wild J ife 

Fund. l\daquate, additional state and federal monies or other funding have 

not been available. As a result, the program's funding is vulnerable to 

fluctuations and the Program is unable to finance all actions required to 

meet resource neerls. It is necessary to develop adequate, stable~ long-term 

financing for the Nongame Wildlife Program based on more than one funding 

source. 

Discussion: Minnesota's Nongame Wildlife Program ber,an in Fehruary, 1977. 

Funding was derived from the Game and Fish Fund c:ind totalled less than 

$~0, 000 annually for four yeRrs from 1 q77 to l o~o. Additionally, donations 

from sportsmen's groups and conservation clubs helped initiate restorRtion 

projects for the trumpeter sw~n ~nd the rivPr otter. 

Tn the sprinp; of 1080, the ~~innesot.R Legislature established 8 nonf;8me 

wildlife checkoff provision on Minnesota's income tax and property tax 

forms. The nongame wildlife checkoff (Minn. Stat. Sec. 2qo.1n1) initiated a 

new era for Minnesota's Nongame Wildlife Program. 

The legislr1tion provided that Minnesota taxpayers could donate $1.00 or 

more, up to the total amount of their refund, on state income tax forms 
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and/or property tax forms. The amount of money donated was deducted from 

the refund due the taxpayers and credited to the Nongame Wildlife Funn. 

In 1qR1, the state legislature amended the nongame checkoff law to 

allow taxpayers not receiving a refund to contribute by adding a donation to 

the amount of taxes due. The amendment also provides that the Non~ame 

WildU.fe Fund account is subject to overview by the LegisJ.ative Commission 

on Minnesota Resources (LCMR). Biennial budgets must be approved by the 

LCMR, and any land acquisitions by the NWP require individual LCMR approval. 

Semiannual summaries of biennial budget status are also required. 

Money accrued by the Department of Revenue from the checkoff is 

transferred to the DNR on lJune jO and January 1. To date, the amount 

tr ans fer red on each date has been approximately ~Imo, nno c:md t?on, non, 

respectively. The money spent by the NWP in a given fiscal year, July to 

June 10, consists of the January 1 payment accrued from donations of the 

last half of the previous calendar year and the June ~n payment accrued from 

donations of the first half of the current calendar year. This procedure 

allows the ~MP to begin its fiscal year on ~July 1 knowing exactly how much 

is av ail able for expenditure in the coming year. 

Minnesota is the only state in the nation which allows taxpayers to 

donote to the Nongam~ Wildlife Fund on their Property Tax Refund Returns 

(Ml-PR forms). This source of revenue is important for the HWP as the 

percentage of total revenues derived from property tax returns has increased 

durin~ the past 1 years from 8.n3 to 20.11i. One reason for this may be th8t 

persons who do not receive a refund on their income tax returns may use the 

property tax form to make a donation from that refund. 

Tn 1gR1, q8.17i of the 6q9,760 persons who filed property tax forms 

received refunds averaging $271. 55. It is assumed that if a person files 
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both an income tax and a property tax return, only one donation to the 

Non game Wildlife Fund is 1 ikel y • 

Table 1. Summary of total donations to the Minnesota Nongame Wildlife 

Checkoff ,1980-198?. 

Tax Year 1 q8() 1981 1q8? 

Total Donations $ 523 '7~ 3. 65 ~ 619 ,?5~.4~ $ n16,f1fiS.?P. 

Total Donations lSI~, :n6 194,092 200, 1 Sii 

Average Donatien $ ?. ~ 1) ~. N ~ ?.07 

Donation Rate R.r>in 11. 51~ 11 • ?W~ 

o/ Tax Payers Recei v ins R.?.OO'l 71. Rrfl. 62. qr, 

Refund 

The amount of money contributed to the Nongnme \tHdlife Fund raise<i in 

Minnesota has totalled over t1,7SO,OOO during the period 1980 - JC)82 (Tcible 

1.). In 1980 and 1C)81, more Minnesota taxpayers donated to the NongAme 

Wildlife Checkoff than any other state in the United States. The total 

amount of money raised ranked second only to Colorado during the same 

period. For tax year 1982, both the number of donations and total donations 

ranked second to New York among 20 states with a wildlife checkoff on their 

state income tax forms. 

Cblorado's checkoff income more than doubled during its first four 

years (U.S. Dep. Inter. Jq82a). A similar pattern is not occurring in 

Minnesota where the level of income was approximately the same in 1QR1 ;md 

1982. This trend may be partly due to the state income tax surcharge which 

was implemented for the 1982 tax year and lowered the percentage of 
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taxpnyers receiving refunds (Table 2) . ·while taxpayers can make donations 

either from their refund or by adding to the taxes due, most persons donate 

•from their refund. 

It is very encourap,ing to see that the number of donations has 

;continued to increase during the first three years of the pro~ram. In 

.contrast• the average donation decreased slightly from t1. ~9 to ~n. 07 - the 

lowest average in the nation. 01e explnnation for the low average may be 

because of the way the checkoff is wordPd on the tax forms. 

Jn 1981, 61.6% of all donors to th0 checkoff donated exactly one 

dollar - suggesting that they may be misinterpreting the nongame wildlife 

checkoff to be a one dollar checkoff. Most other states have a format which 

presents several checkoff boxes for specified amounts and a blank for 

write-in of another ammi'lt . 

However, it is also possible that many people are willing to give just 

,one dollar. This factor may explain the state's high overall donation rate. 

The percentage of people donating to the Nongame Wildlife Fund in Minnesota 

is more than twice the national average - 11. 73 vs. S. 5'3 (Mongame Wildl. 

Assoc. N. Am. 1C)8?). 

There are two distinct publics among taxpayers: people who prepare 

their own tax returns, and those who go to tax preparers. 

difference between the donation rates of the two groups. 

donation rate was 13. 43 for self-preparecf M-1 Income Tax 

There is a larf;e 

In 198~, the 

forms and only 

S.q~ for for~s prepared by tax practitioners. On M1-PR Property Tax forms, 

the donation rate was 10.jo/i on self-prepared forms and only 2.0~ on forms 

prepared by tax practitioners. 

li would appear that some tax-practitioners impose a bias against the 

checkoff by omitting reference to it during the tax preparation process or 
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by discouraging their clients from giving. ~me prefer to skip the checkoff 

item because it takes too much time to explain the checkoff to a client who 

is unfamiliar with the Nongame Wildlife Fund. 

While it is anticipated that the nongame wildlife checkoff will remain 

a permanent feature on Minnesota's income tax and property tax forms; it is 

possible that legislative action could 1) eliminate the checkoff (no~~is 

1984), 2) divert funds to unrelated uses in state government, 1) 8dd 

additional checkoff items to the t8X form for other funds and thereby dilute 

the effectiveness of the nongame wildlife checkoff (Applegate l0R11, Ro~gis 

19P;!I), or Li) appropriate funds to wildlife-related activities which fall 

within the scope of the NWP but are of low priority. 

During the past three years, there have been four proposed legislative 

actions which could have adversely affected the Nongame Wildlife Checkoff 

Fund. There was so much public opposition to the actions that the proposals 

were substantially modified or never implemented. A serious problem 

associated with such legislative proposals is that they can cause the public 

to lose faith that their donations will be used in the best interest of 

wildlife. Such a loss of faith may result in a decline in citizen 

participation in the checkoff. 

Jh response to the intense debate whcih followed the most recent 

controverial proposal, Representative Skoglund introduced an amendment 11 

that prevents attempted diversions of checkoff money to unrelated purposed. 

The amendment was passed . 

Additionally, the Department of Revenue has taken the position that any 

additional checkoffs would complicate the tax form and should be avoided. 

No additional tax checkoff proposals have subsequently been introduced. 

Declines in funding need to be avoided to prevent the reduction or 
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elimination of current projects. Maintenance of current revenues cannot be 

assured without diligent effort to prevent loss due to: 1) change in 

taxation laws or procedures, ?) legislative adjustments to dedicated funds, 

and 1) a decline in citizen participation in the checkoff due to economics 

or other factors. 

~veral actions need to be taken to prevent declines in funding. 

Continuing coordination with the Department of Revenue is essential to 

maintain good liaison during annual adjustments in income tax and property 

tax form design, wording and format. The Minnesota Legislature in general 

and the LCMR particularly need to be kept advised about the Nongame Wildlife 

Program's utilization of checkoff donations and the continuing high level of 

citizen support and involvement. 

Che action which would also help put program cost and expenses in 

perspective for ler,islators and other interested individuals is to develop a 

better understanding of the financial contribution which nongame species 

make to Minnesota's economy, including a quantification of citizen demand 

for these resources. the documentation of a considerable monetary return to 

the state's ecomomy from resource-related activities should encourage 

private and public support for the Nongame Widl ife Program. 

The best way to maintain or increase citizen participation is to 

operate a progressive, diversified nongame program that has broad appeal to 

t·Hnnesota 's citizens. The most effective promotion.:::il efforts must be 

determined (Apple~ate lqRLl) and implemented. Further the relationship 

1 I Laws of Minnesota 1983, Chap. ~LQ. Art. l, Sec. 55, amending Minn. Stat. 

Sec . 29 o .in 1 
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between promotional and educational efforts needs clarification., P. 

determination needs to be made regarding the appropriateness of promotional 

efforts serving an educational function. 

R appears that not all citizens interested in the resource contribute 

to the Nongame Wildlife Fund either by choice, because they do not know how 

to contribute, or for other, unknown reasons. Consequently, there is a need 

to identify the audience and evaluate the effectiveness of current checkoff 

promotion efforts in order to t~rget missing citizen participants and 

increase revenue . 

The vulnerability of a program funded solely by a voluntary source of 

revenue, the allocation of which is entirely dependant on the Legislature, 

is clear. The cause of the situation is, in part, the absence of direct 

state and federal financing for the nongame resource programs. The 

consequence to the resource of this restricted financing is a politically 

vulnerable management program which could collapse within a short period. 

If checkoff donations remain the sole alternative for Nongame Wildlife 

Program funding, the amount of revenue can be expected to level off. Tt may 

even decline (John Torres, pers. comm.). Therefore, there is a need to 

broaden the long-term funding base. New revenue sources need to be 

identified which will supplement or match checkoff revenue. Th~se sources 

could be derived in part through cooperative fundin8 of special projects 

with other agencies statewide. 

1his has been undertaken to some extent already for the otter and 

peregrine restoration programs in conjunction with Program land acquisition. 

Another possibility is cost-sharing special projects with nongame checkoff 

programs in adjacent states. 

Other forms of financing to broaden and stablize nongame program 
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funding include the appropriation of money through the Fish and Wildlife 

Conservation Act of lQAO, increased appropriations through Section 6 of the 

federal Endangered Species Act, and allocation of Pittman-Roberts and 

Dingell-,Johnson funds to directly finance some nongame projects. The Fish 

and Wildlife Conservation Act of 1qRo provides for an assessment of various 

alternatives for funding this act. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service will 

complete this study by December, 19RH. (U.S. Off. Fed. Register lqRlb). 

Among the most viable possibilities are excise taxes on bird seed, bird 

feeders, bird houses, field guides, and similar products. 

There has been inadequate funding to the states for Section 6 of the 

Endangered Species Act funding during the past 3 years. The Nongame 

Wi1dli fe Program has received a total of only $?.O, 000 during the past ? 

years for peregrine falcon restoration work. This amount needs to be 

increased substantially in order to adequately address the needs of those 

nongame species which are threatened or endangered. Projects for federally 

listed species should be funded largely by federal monies (see Langer 108~). 

Currently, funding is generated annually. Long term funding in a time 

frame which matches the temporal. scope of each planning cycle ( ? bienniums) 

is a more desirable approach and alternatives to accomplish this should also 

be investir;ated. 

Finally, the funding strategies of other state checkoff programs need 

to be reviewed to determine the opportunity for adapting successful funding 

strategies in other states (Bevill lC)~ln. 

Tn summary, the Nongame Wildlife Program must continue to offer rn 

effective and popular program to Minnesota citizens that will result in 

continued citizen interest and financial support. Responsiveness to public 

preferences, and the ability to educate those preferences, will become 
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increasingly important as the novelty of the wildlife checkoff dec~eases 

(P:oggis 1984) Riological integrity must be maintained at the same time that 

funding aspects remain creative, efficient, and cost-effective. At the same 

time, a broadening of the Fund's base of support must be accomplished in 

order to insure a future for the State's initiative to protect and manage 

the resource. 

Opportunities to Resolve the Issue: 

1. F.mploy market research techniques in the develoµnent of a checkoff 

promotion strategy based on : 

a) rl determination of the most effective promotional techniques; 

b) description of the present participants and delineation of 

new contributors; 

c) determination of motivation for current citizen participation; 

d) identification of weak links in the existing promotion network 

and of opportunities for additional organizations/individuRls 

to particiate in promotion • 

2. ~€e opportunity 13 page lQ on economic studies. 

3. Establish a task force to develop information on the economic 

values of wildlife for use in benefit/cost analysis and mitip,:::ition 

assessment. (see Issues on Habitat and Data Acquisition). 

4. See opportunity R page 6j. 

5. Enhance capability of limited dollars by seekinp; funding from 

other agencies and organizations to directly finance or cost share 

particular programs of mutual interest and benefit such as 

research and habitat protection • 

6. Fncourage appropriation and expansion of federal aid fundin~ to 

states for nongame wildlife management through Section G of the 
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Endangered Species Act and through the Fish and Wildlife 

Conservation Act of 1980. 

7. Investigate and evaluate new methods to broaden the long-term 

funding base of the Nongame Widlife Program. 

8. Review the funding strategies of other state agencies for ideas 

of methods to expand financing of programs which benefit the 

nongame resource in Minnesota. 

g. Keep the Legisldture informed about nongame resources, the Nongcime 

Wildlife Fund and citizen interest and participation in these 

programs through an annual report. 

10. Investigate and implement new wording on the tax forms to encour a~ 

an increase in average donations up to the national average. 

11. Develop a strategy to increase tax preparers' awareness and support 

for the tax checkoff so that the overall donation rate could be 

raised to a level characteristic of poeple who make out their own 

tax forms. 

12. F.stablish a contingency fund to finance Nongame Wildlife Progrc:1m 

activities through any temporary periods of decline in check-off 

receipts. 
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